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Welcome to the CellCapTure User’s Guide! CellCapTure is a multipurpose acquisition 
and analysis software for flow cytometry. 

CellCapTure features the following:

•	 Full control of all Stratedigm flow cytometers and automation products 

•	 A database engine for safe data storage 

•	 Multi-user management and access for higher instrumentation utilization

In the following chapters, you will learn about CellCapTure’s powerful feature set.

To get familiar with CellCapTure, whether you’re using a Stratedigm cytometer or 
not, please refer to Chapter 3 or Chapter 4 respectively.

This guide contains the following:

Installation describes installation of CellCapTure and options used for multi-user 
access.

Getting Started – Your First Acquisition describes the basic steps needed to 
acquire a sample with a Stratedigm cytometer and perform basic analysis.

Getting Started – Your First Data File Analysis describes the basic steps to 
analyze flow cytometer data saved from any software in FCS (Flow Cytometry 
Standard) format.

Workspace Elements introduces the workspace of CellCapTure and its 
components in detail.

Working with Experiments  describes options for creating experiments.

Working with Stratedigm Cytometers describes using CellCapture to control 
acquisition with Stratedigm cytometers and available maintenance and fluidics 
functions.

1.1  About This Guide
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Working with the A600 Auto Sampler describes the functions and features 
related to the optional A600 HTAS (High Throughput Auto Sampler).

Working with the A700 Hotel describes how to use the optional A700 HTH  
(High Throughput Hotel).

Analyzing Your Custom Data describes how to use CellCapTure to import 
and analyze FCS data from other sources or previously acquired data from a 
Stratedigm cytometer.

Working with Plots describes the available tools for data visualization, such as 
histograms, plots, and overlays.

Population Analysis describes tools for defining data sets of interest and 
performing quantitative analysis. 

Color Compensation introduces the tools for manual or automatic color 
compensation.

Working with Documents reviews options to create presentation-quality analysis 
documents.

The Calculation Sheet describes how to use CellCapTure’s integrated Excel-like 
calculation sheet to perform complex calculations on samples.

Accelerating Your Daily Routine shows the tools used to improve productivity by 
accelerating repetitive tasks.

Administrative Functions describes the tools for managing users and data.
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The following icons denote important notices throughout the guide:

Important - Read carefully to achieve expected results.

Warning - Check steps to avoid unintended results.

Note - Provides extra explanations on a topic.

Tips - Advice that can simplify work or increase productivity.

Reading - Links for further reading on related topics.

Throughout the guide, Bold or Italic text represent expressions of actual 
CellCapTure menu item names and dialog box titles, respectively.

You can also use the User Reports and Crash Reports functions of CellCapTure to get 
in contact with Stratedigm’s Technical support.

1.2  Typographic Conventions

1.3  Technical Assistance

Stratedigm is ready to help you with any problem or difficulty that you may 
encounter. You can contact us by email at support@stratedigm.com or by phone 
at (408) 512-3901 or (877)801-6098.
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Copyright © 2012 Stratedigm Inc. All rights reserved.

Stratedigm, Stratedigm Logo, CellCapTure, CellCapTure Logo and all other 
trademarks are property of Stratedigm, Inc. Copyright © 2008-2014 Stratedigm, 
Inc. All rights reserved.

All material in this guide is protected by the copyright law. You are free to read and 
print it for personal purposes. All other uses (copying, inclusion, distribution, etc.) 
allowed only with the prior written permission of the copyright holder.

All material in this guide is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind.

1.4  Copyright and Legal Information about This Guide
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2
Installation

This chapter provides information for installing CellCapTure with personalized options 
and settings needed to work with a Stratedigm cytometer.

Before Installation describes the system requirements and the configuration scenarios 
CellCapTure provides.

Installing CellCapTure guides you through the steps of the installation.

Running CellCapTure for the First Time describes the settings needed to connect to a 
Stratedigm cytometer.

Managing Users helps you how to create login accounts for each user after installation.
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2.1.1  System Requirements

CellCapTure can be used on most personal computers running Microsoft 
Windows® operating systems. Internet connectivity is recommended during setup 
to obtain the software serial number, but not necessary.

Minimum system requirements:

•	 1 GHz Intel Pentium compatible processor;
•	 4 GB of system memory;
•	 Hard drive with at least 25 GB of available space;
•	 Graphics card with DirectX 7 support;
•	 DVD-ROM drive;
•	 Microsoft Windows XP or Windows 7 operating system.

Recommended system requirements

•	 2 GHz dual- or quad-core 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor;
•	 4 GB of system memory;
•	 Hard drive with 80 GB of available space;
•	 Graphics card with DirectX 9 support;
•	 DVD-ROM drive;
•	 Windows 7 Professional operating system;
•	 Internet connection.

Limitations

CellCapTure has been tested with the following operating systems:

•	 Windows XP Professional;
•	 Windows Vista;
•	 Windows 7 (32 and 64 bit versions). 

CellCapTure was only validated with US regional settings.

2.1  Before Installation
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Follow the steps below to install CellCapTure on your computer. The Setup Wizard 
will guide you through the process.

2.2.1  Start CellCapTure Installer

If the installer is on a CD/DVD disk or on a USB drive, insert the media into the 
computer, and select Open Folder to View Files.

Locate and double-click CellCapTure_Setup (or CellCapTure_Setup.exe, 
depending on your system settings) in the disk/USB drive directory.

Do not connect the CellCapTure USB dongle before completing CellCapTure installation 
and restarting the computer.

Administrator privileges are needed to install CellCapTure.

2.2  Installing CellCapTure
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2.2.2  License Agreement

Click Next after the installer has started. Read and accept the License Agreement.
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2.2.3  Choose Installation Option
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Data acquired using CellCapTure is stored on a database that can be shared 
between several installations of CellCapTure. This allows multi-computer access 
to the same set of experiment data (e.g., one copy of CellCapTure can control the 
acquisition of new data while another copy analyzes previous results). This feature 
eliminates the need to export or copy data between different computers and 
saves hard drive space. During CellCapTure installation, users have the option of 
installing CellCapTure and a database; CellCapTure alone; or a database alone:

•	 Install Oracle XE Database server and CellCapTure Software. This option installs 
both CellCapTure and a local database. Select this option when planning to 
run only one copy of CellCapTure or if other computers will connect to the 
target computer’s CellCapTure database. 

•	 Install Oracle XE Client and CellCapTure. This option installs CellCapTure 
only. Computers with only CellCapTure installed must connect to another 
installation’s database through a local network to save or  
access files. 

•	 Install CellCapTure database to an existing Oracle server (without installing 
CellCapTure Software). It is possible to set up a dedicated server to act as 
a central CellCapTure database for other CellCapTure installations. Server 
computers are ideal for database storage in a multi-user environment because 
they have higher reliability and optimized performance compared to general-
purpose computers. Select this option to install a CellCapTure database onto 
the server computer. An Oracle database server must have been previously 
installed on this computer. CellCapTure itself will not be installed on the 
server computer. 
 
 
 

CellCapTure has been tested with Oracle server versions 10g and 11g. Older Oracle server 
versions have not been tested.
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2.2.4  Registration 

Provide a company or institute name for registering this copy of CellCapTure.

If an internet connection is available during the installation, registration will occur 
automatically.

If the internet connection requires additional settings, the Checking Internet 
Connection page will appear and display internet proxy server settings. If you are 
not familiar with this, contact your system administrator.

If an Internet connection is unavailable during installation, the serial number must 
be entered in manually. Copy the Request Number displayed on the Enter Serial 
Number page and contact Stratedigm for a Serial Number. Input this number into 
the Enter Serial Number page to continue the installation.
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2.2.5  Locations
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The next prompt asks for the location of specific software components based on 
previous choices.

•	 When installing a database server, the software will ask for the location of the 
database and other data files. All experiments and acquisition data will be 
stored here.  It is recommended to use a fast media with enough free space 
and storage capacity. 
  

•	 When not installing a database, only the Oracle Client software will be 
installed to the selected location. The Oracle Client software requires 40 
megabytes of free space. 

•	 When installing the CellCapTure software by itself, it will require 60 megabytes 
of free space in the selected location.
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When purchasing multiple CellCapTure licenses, optional ‘network dongles’ can be 
purchased and serve as multiple licenses for one dongle. When a ‘network dongle’ is 
plugged into a computer, other computers on the same local network will find the dongle 
and are able to run CellCapTure.

2.3  Running CellCapTure for the First Time

Perform the following tasks when running CellCapTure for the first time:

2.3.1  Plug in your CellCapTure USB Dongle

CellCapTure will only run if a CellCapTure USB dongle is connected to the 
computer. CellCapTure can be installed on any number of computers, but it will 
only run on computers with a dongle connected.

2.3.2  Set up your Communication Settings

To change communication settings such as the cytometer and database access 
parameters, select Communication Settings from the Windows Start Menu > All 
Programs > CellCapTure group. 

Cytometer communication settings are used in two cases. First, when the 
Stratedigm cytometer is directly connected to the computer and CellCapTure 
is needed to control acquisition. By selecting the Auxiliary Instance option on 
the Communication Settings window (below ), the user can run CellCapTure 
without connecting to a cytometer and still be able to design acquisitions for the 
cytometer or analyze data.  This is the default option chosen by the installation 
software. 
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Only Stratedigm Service Engineers can change the instrument communication settings. 
Please contact the Stratedigm Service Department to request a change in your instrument’s 
communications settings.

Second, to use a database from another computer, change the communication 
settings and specify the address of the database.
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To use the computer to design acquisition experiments for a Stratedigm cytometer that is 
not directly connected to and controlled by the computer, register the instrument in the 
database accordingly:

2.3.3  Register your Cytometer

It is necessary to register the cytometer into the database on the first run:

•	 Turn on the cytometer and wait 15 seconds. 

•	 Start CellCapTure. 

•	 Log in.

Provide your name and a descriptive name for your cytometer. This name will be 
displayed when referring to the cytometer, such as choosing the cytometer for 
which the user would like to design an experiment. 
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1. Click the Main Button of CellCapTure (big letter  “S” ) to show the 
menu then select Setup -> Export Instrument Definition… on 
the computer controlling the cytometer to export the instrument 
information to an instrument definition (.ccinstr) file.  

2. Transfer the instrument definition file to the desired computer used for 
remote experiment design. 

3. Click S -> Setup -> Import Instrument Definition… on the desired computer 
remote experiment design.

This requires Administrator privileges in CellCapTure.
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3
Getting Started – Your First Acquisition

This chapter describes how to use CellCapTure to acquire and analyze data with a Stratedigm 
cytometer. More details and options are found in related chapters.

Starting CellCapTure shows how to start CellCapTure.

Preparing for Acquisition describes the steps to start a simple acquisition.

Acquiring Data shows how to adjust the cytometer and control acquisition to measure a 
sample.

Acquisition Using the A600 High Throughput Auto Sample presents basic steps for using 
the optional plate loader for acquisition instead of a single sample tube.

Analyzing Results shows how to define populations and add statistics to analyze acquired 
data.

Presenting, Saving, and Exporting Results describes available options for saving results.
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3.1.1  Start Your Instrument

Turn on the Stratedigm instrument by pressing the power button located on the 
front bezel. If an A600 High Throughput Auto Sampler (HTAS) is equipped, it will 
turn on automatically. If an A700 High Throughput Hotel (HTH) is also equipped, 
turn it on using the power button on the control puck.

3.1.2  Start the Software

Start CellCapTure by double-clicking the program icon that is found on 
the computer’s Desktop.

3.1.3  Log Into CellCapTure

The default user name is admin and the password is welcome.

After login, the Launcher window will appear. For more information on Launcher 
view options, read section The Launcher Window.

Create a user account for each user with the User Management function.

3.1  Starting CellCapTure
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To quickly begin data acquisition, click the Start Acquisition 
button located on the Common Tasks ribbon on the Launcher 
view. This will open the Experiment Window.

3.1.4  Experiment Window

The Experiment Window contains tools and functions to set up and manage the 
experiment.

If the cytometer is connected to an A600 HTAS , a prompt will ask for the default plate and 
well properties after clicking the Start Acquisition button. For differences when using the 
A600 HTAS, see the  Acquisition Using the A600 High Throughput Auto Sampler section 
of this introduction, or refer to the Working with the A600 Auto Sampler chapter for 
additional information on using the A600 HTAS.

For a detailed description of Experiment Window components, refer to the  Workspace 
Elements chapter.
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For the first acquisition, specify the parameters desired to collect and set up plots 
to monitor the data being collecting.

3.2.1  Specify Parameter Labels

Though not necessary, it is a good practice to specify the stains and/or antibodies 
used for labeling the sample. Labels are specified on the Labels page in the Tube 
Saving Options pane. The pane is docked on the left side of the workspace by 
default, but its location can be changed or hidden.

If the Tube Savings Options pane is not visible, click the launch button on the Tube 
Saving Options group in the Acquisition ribbon menu.

3.2  Preparing for Acquisition

To get more familiar with handling panes, refer to the Panes section.
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Custom labels can be assigned to any detector. For example, FL1 can be labeled as 
“FITC CD45” or “Alexa 488”.

3.2.2  Select Parameters

Specify the parameters to be collected on the Acquisition Settings pane. 

If the Acquisition Settings pane is not visible, click the launch button on the 
Acquisition group of the Acquisition ribbon menu.

For instructions on how to change the labels of the detectors, refer to the Tube Saving 
Options section.
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Before beginning data acquisition, check the checkboxes corresponding to each 
parameter and parameter types to be collected (Linear Height, Log Height, Linear 
Area, or Log Area).

For additional details on the acquisition settings, refer to the  Acquisition Settings chapter.

The necessary lasers should also be turned on before starting acquisition. 
Refer to the Instrument Settings point of the next section to learn how to turn 
lasers on/off.

3.2.3  Define Plot

Collecting/collected data can be displayed in plots within the Documents area of 
the Experiment Window. By default, double-clicking within the Tube Document 
area will create a two-parameter dot plot of Side Scatter (SSC) versus Forward 
Scatter (FSC).

Alternatively, dragging a tube from the Analysis tree to an empty space of the document 
will also create a plot.
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Continue adding as many histograms and plots as you need.

To define a single-parameter histogram, select “Histogram” from the y-axis’s parameter list.

For more information on plots and histogram, see the Working with Plots chapter.

Beside the Tube Document, CellCapTure provides two other “documents” to display 
acquired data. The Sample Document is intended for multi-tube analysis, and the Report 
is intended for experiment-level analysis or summaries. To find more details about the 
different document types refer to the “Working with Documents” chapter.

To change the plot parameters, click twice on the newly created plot and its 
border will turn thick blue. Click on the x- or y-axis of the plot to select the 
parameter displayed for that axis.
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3.2.4  Add Histogram Statistics Box

To add a histogram statistics box, click the newly created plot once to select it, 
then use the Histogram Statistics button to add a histogram statistics box to the 
document. 

It is also possible to resize/rearrange the histogram statistics box and customize its 
information.  

For more information on the histogram statistics box, refer to the section  
Histogram Statistics Boxes.
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To start the first acquisition, insert a test tube with sample into the cytometer’s 
test tube holder. Click the Start Acquisition button to start acquiring the sample 
from the tube.

            

3.3  Acquiring Data

After clicking the Acquire button, data will start acquiring, but data is not yet stored. 
Click the Record button to store incoming data. 
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3.3.1  Instrument Settings

The Instrument Settings pane is used to adjust the cytometer to the user’s 
acquisition needs.
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For more information on setting color compensation, see Chapter Color Compensation.

For more information on how to save and reuse instrument settings, see section 
Instrument Settings.

If the Instrument Settings pane is not visible, click the launch button on the 
Instrument Settings group within the Instrument ribbon menu.

Lasers – Lasers can be independently turned on or off within the cytometer 
according to what excitation the stains/dyes require. This should be done prior to 
starting acquisition.

Detectors gains – Directly entering a gain value will adjust detector gains for 
each parameter.  Clicking on the up or down arrows will increase or decrease 
the current value, respectively. The attached slider can also be used for rapid 
adjustments.

Trigger settings – Define what the cytometer considers to be an “event” by 
adjusting the triggering criteria. A particle will trigger an event if it generates a 
signal above the threshold(s) of up to two parameters and passes the set logic 
criteria.

Color compensation – Define an Overlap Matrix to compensate data prior to an 
acquisition. Alternatively, data compensation can occur after data acquisition. 

Alternatively, a detector’s gain can also be adjusted using the detector gain slider on plots 
displaying its output. See section Gain Sliders on Plots for details on toggling the sliders 
on and off. 
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 /               – Start / Stop current acquisition

 /               – Record data / Pause recording

         – Cancel recording

            – Restart recording / Refresh the screen during acquisition

It is also possible to specify conditions to automatically stop recording within the 
Acquisition Settings pane. Setting a Stopping Time  will stop the recording after 
the specified amount of time. Specifying a Stopping Events number will stop 
the recording after the cytometer has recorded the specified number of events. 
In the event that both criteria are selected the recording will stop when the first 
condition is met.

For details on setting more advanced stopping conditions, see section Acquisition 
Settings.

3.3.2  Acquisition Controls and Options

Once satisfied with the Instrument Settings, data is ready for recording and 
acquisition. Acquisition and recording controls are found in the Acquisition group 
on either the Acquisition or Home ribbon category. Click the Record button to 
begin recording data. Click the Stop button to stop recording data.
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If the system is equipped with an A600 High Throughput Auto Sampler (HTAS), 
additional set up steps must be completed before beginning data acquisition.

3.4.1  Default Plate Settings

Clicking the Start Acquisition button, will prompt for the desired plate type and 
the default well acquisition settings.

3.4  Acquisition Using the A600 High Throughput 
        Auto Sampler
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The most important settings are the following:

Plate Type –  Specifies whether acquisition is from a 24-well plate, 96-well plate, a 
384-well plate, 36 Eppendorf holder, or an Eppendorf tube rack. 

Using the wrong plate type may damage the probes on the A600.

Aspiration Volume – The sample volume to be aspirated by the A600 from each 
well.

Injection Speed – The flow rate used to inject the sample into the cytometer.

After setting these values, click Start Acquisition to proceed to the Experiment 
Workspace.

3.4.2  Plate View

For plate-based acquisitions, wells are arranged and managed on the Plate view. 
By default, the experiment will only contain one well. Additional wells can be 
specified if required.

For more information on adding wells, see section Adding Samples and Tubes to the 
Experiment.

Other than the plate type, all other settings values can be modified later.
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The well preparation and acquisition settings are located on the right side of the 
Plate view. For more details on plate settings, refer to Chapter Working with the 
A600 Auto Sampler.

3.4.3  Preparing for Acquisition and Acquiring Data

After specifying the acquisition settings for the desired wells, the workflow will 
be identical to acquiring from tubes. Refer to the previous sections on how to 
prepare the workspace to monitor acquisition.

To start acquisition, select the desired well in the Plate view and click the Start 
Acquisition button. CellCapTure will command the auto sampler to begin 
acquisition from the selected wells.

  

3.4.4  Special Controls for Acquisition

Along with the controls available for single tube acquisitions, there are additional 
options when using the A600 HTAS:

•	 Record multiple Wells - Selects multiple wells and sequentially records them 
one-by-one. 

•	 Record Plate - Automatically acquires from all unrecorded wells on the 
current plate. 

•	 Continuous Acquisition - If the experiment contains more than one plate, 
turning on Continuous Acquisition will command the software to advance 
to the next plate. Once a plate has been completed, a prompt will ask to load 
the next plate and acquisition will start automatically. Having a Stratedigm 
A700 High Throughput Hotel (HTH) along with a A600 High Throughput Auto 
Sampler (HTAS) can fully automate this process. 
 

Unlike acquiring from tubes, acquisition from a well will automatically stop once the auto 
sampler has injected the entire aspiration volume set for the well into the cytometer. If 
necessary, acquisition from the same well can be repeated to analyze additional samples.
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After acquiring and recording, data is ready for analysis. CellCapTure is a full-
featured data analysis software with numerous tools for supporting automated 
analysis.

3.5.1  Defining Populations

Creating gates within data plots define a population of events. To create a gate, 
first click on a plot to select it. A dotted border will appear around the plot. Click 
on the plot once more and the plot border will turn solid blue to indicate the plot 
is activated.

Select the type of gate for use. The default type is Polygon/Freehand. Draw a gate 
by clicking anywhere on the plot. Holding down the left mouse button will draw a 
freehand outline for the gate. Clicking and releasing the left mouse button draws 
a straight line to the next point clicked. To finish gate definition, release the mouse 
button where the gate was started, or double-click to close the gate outline from 
the last defined point.

Drawing a gate automatically defines a population as well. A dialog appears 
to specify the name and color of the population defined by this gate. The new 
population will appear in the Analysis tree.

3.5  Analyzing Results
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3.5.2  Hierarchical Gating

Once a population is defined, it can be used as a starting point to define 
subpopulations of special interest. The easiest way is to drag a population from 
the Analysis tree to an empty part of the document. This will automatically create 
a plot that will contain only the events that fall into the gate. Dragging an existing 
population from the experiment tree on top of an existing graph will also use it as 
the source.

Changing the plot’s source can gate the plot to the selected population. Right-click on the 
active plot, and change the plot’s tube or population.
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If a gate is defined on this (gated) plot, the population it specifies will be a child of 
the plot’s population. The Analysis tree will display this relation accordingly.

3.5.3  Population Statistics 

When defining a population, the number of events falling inside the population 
is automatically displayed. The user can define additional statistics that can help 
analyze data.

For defining a statistics for a population, right-click the population in the Analysis 
tree and choose Add Population Statistics from the popup menu.
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After choosing the statistic type(s) and the applicable parameter(s), click the Add 
button. The new statistic will appear with its value in the Analysis tree under the 
population.

You can define as many statistics as you wish, even for different populations, without 
closing the Add Population Statistics dialog. Just select another population in the Analysis 
tree and click the Add button on the dialog.

For further possibilities in analyzing data, read chapter Population Analysis.
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3.5.4  Repeating Your Analysis

There are numerous options in CellCapTure for repeating an analysis on 
multiple objects. Drag and drop can be used in the Analysis tree for copying 
almost everything. For example, to calculate newly defined statistics for other 
populations, just drag and drop any of them onto another population. Refer to the  
The Analysis Tree section for a complete list of possibilities.

Use templates to use/repeat an analysis on later acquisitions. There are a wide 
variety of templates in CellCapTure from a single tube analysis to complete 
experiment templates. Read the Accelerating Your Daily Routine chapter for 
details.
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3.6  Presenting, Saving, and Exporting Results

Documents are easily made presentable and ready for printing or saving to a 
PDF file. CellCapTure has various editing tools to create outstanding reports and 
presentations. CellCapTure allows you to:

•	 add population statistics to the document by drag and drop; 

•	 add captions, labels, arrows, and pictures to a document; 

•	 define a heading and footer for a documents.

More details are found in the Working with Documents chapter.

The easiest way to transfer data to another computer is to export the experiment 
from the database as a standalone file. This is done from the Experiment category 
of the Experiment ribbon.

An exported experiment can be imported in the Open Experiment window.

Acquired data can also be saved in FCS (Flow Cytometry Standard) file format for 
archiving purposes. For instructions, refer to the Exporting Data Files chapter. 
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4
Getting Started – Your First Data File Analysis

This chapter shows the basic steps of using CellCapTure for analyzing data files. This chapter 
focuses on the analysis of FCS (Flow Cytometry Standard) data files coming from external sources, 
such as third party instruments or software.  CellCapTure can also be used to aggregate data and 
perform high-level analysis of previously acquired data that is already stored in the software’s 
database. More details and options are found in the sections below:

Starting CellCapTure shows how to start CellCapTure.

Experiment Design shows how to build the structure of the experiments and select the data to 
work with.

Creating an Analysis Experiment describes how to start a simple acquisition.

Analysis Tools shows how to define populations and add statistics to analyze acquired data.

Presenting, Saving, and Exporting Results describes what options are available to save results.
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4.1.1  Start the Software

Start CellCapTure using the program icon on the computer’s Desktop.

4.1.2  Log In

To use CellCapTure, first provide your user name and password.

The default user name is admin and the password is welcome.

Create individual user accounts with the User Management function. 

The Launcher window will appear after login. Tasks are started from the Launcher 
window. 

For more information on the Launcher view and its options, read Section The Launcher 
Window

4.1  Starting CellCapTure
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When using CellCapTure only for analyzing data, there is no need to turn on the 
instrument.  Even though the software will try to connect to the instrument, 
clicking on the Instrument Status icon will skip the instrument connection process. 
This will stop the delay and abort the connection attempt.

There are several options to create an analysis experiment. The fastest way is by 
using the Experiment Design For Analysis icon on the Launcher view.
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4.2.1  Experiment Design for Analysis Wizard

The Experiment Design for Analysis window helps select desired data to analyze. 
It also helps design the structure of the analysis in case there are data files that 
belong together, such as in a multi-tube panel analysis.

In the simplest case, FCS data files are what is needed for analysis. However, CellCapTure 
also allows the user to assign analysis templates to the data that automatically perform 
previously compiled analysis procedures. For details, read the Accelerating Your Daily 
Routing chapter.

Use the upper right list to navigate to the folder containing data. The lower right 
list contains files. Select the files of interest and use the       button to add them to 
the experiment structure on the left.

4.2  Experiment Design
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To organize data files into samples, select the desired sample to add first (you can always 
add a new sample by selecting the ‘New Sample’ node and adding data to it).

When finished, use the Save and Open button to open the experiment window.

The selected data files will be imported and stored in the CellCapTure database. As such, 
deleting or moving original data files will not affect the newly created experiment.
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4.3  Analysis Tools

CellCapTure is a full-featured data analysis software with numerous tools for 
supporting automated analysis. This section describes CellCapTure’s basic tools.

For a complete description of analysis features, you can read the following chapters: 
 
Working with Plots
Population Analysis 
Color Compensation 
Working with Documents 
The Calculation Sheet 
Accelerating Your Daily Routine

4.3.1  Experiment Window

The Experiment Window has several components you will use in your daily work.

For a detailed description of the Experiment Window components, refer to the  Workspace 
Elements chapter.
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4.3.2  Defining Plots

Imported data can be displayed in plots within the Documents area of the 
Experiment Window. By default, double-clicking within the Tube Document area 
will create a two-parameter dot plot.

Plots can also be created by dragging the tube from the Analysis tree onto the document.

There are two different plot states with different user accessible functions for each. When 
the plot is selected, and bordered with a thin dashed line, it is treated as one object. In this 
state, the plot can be moved, resized, or have its background color changed. If clicked once 
more, the plot becomes active. This is emphasized with a bold blue border. In this state, the 
content of the plot can be changed, i.e., changing scales, parameters, defining gates, etc.
To return from active state to selected state, click on the document outside the plot.
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Click on the x- or y-axis of the plot to select the parameter to display on the axis.
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To define a single-parameter histogram, select “Histogram” from the y-axis’s parameter list.

For more information on plots and histogram, see the Working with Plots chapter.

Continue adding as many histograms and plots as needed.

In addition to the Tube Document, CellCapTure provides two other “documents” to display 
data. The Sample Document is intended for multi-tube analysis and the Report is intended 
for experiment-level analysis or summaries. More details about the different document 
types are found in the Working with Documents chapter.

4.3.3  Defining Populations

Select the plot for which a gate is to be drawn and click it again to make it active.

There are a variety of gate types to use. The default type is Polygon/Freehand. 
Start a gate by clicking anywhere on the plot. Draw a freehand outline of the gate 
by holding down the mouse button. Clicking and releasing the mouse button will 
draw a straight  line to the next point clicked. To finish the gate definition, release 
the mouse button where the gate was started, or double-click to close the gate 
outline from the last point.
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Drawing a gate automatically defines a population. A dialog box appears to 
specify the name and color of the population defined by the gate. The new 
population will appear in the Analysis tree.

4.3.4  Hierarchical Gating

Once a population is defined, it can be used as a starting point to define 
subpopulations of interest. The easiest way is to drag a population from the 
Analysis tree to an empty part of your document. This will automatically create a 
plot that will contain only the events that fall into the gate. Dragging an existing 
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population from the experiment tree on top of an existing graph will also use it as 
the source.

If a gate is defined on this (gated) plot, the population it specifies will be a child of 
the plot’s population. The Analysis tree will display this relation accordingly. 

4.3.5  Population Statistics

When a population is defined, the event number of the population is 
automatically displayed. Define additional statistics to help analyze data.

To define statistics for a population, right-click the population in the Analysis tree.  
Then choose Add Population Statistics from the popup menu. 
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The user can define as many statistics as needed, even for different populations, without 
closing the Add Population Statistics dialog. To do so, select another population in the 
Analysis tree and click the Add button on the dialog.

For further possibilities in analyzing data, read Chapter Population Analysis.

This window allows the user to choose the statistic’s type and parameter. Click 
the Add button when selected. The new statistics will appear with its value in the 
Analysis tree under the population.
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4.3.6  Repeating Your Analysis

CellCapTure enables you to repeat an analysis on multiple objects. Typically, drag 
and drop in the Analysis tree is used for copying almost everything. To calculate 
newly defined statistics for other population(s), drag an existing statistic(s) and 
drop it on other population(s). Refer to the The Analysis Tree section for a 
complete list of possibilities.

There are a wide variety of templates in CellCapTure that can be used to repeat 
an analysis on later acquisitions. Templates can range from a single tube analysis 
to a complete laboratory experiment. Read the Accelerating Your Daily Routine 
chapter for details.
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Documents can be easily printed or saved to a PDF file. CellCapTure also has 
various editing tools for making results look more professional. CellCapTure allows 
the user to:

•	 add population statistics to the document by drag and drop; 

•	 add captions, labels, arrows or pictures to the document; 

•	 define a heading and footer for the documents.

See Working with Documents for details.

To import data to another computer running CellCapTure, export the experiment 
from the database to a standalone file using the Experiment category in the 
Experiment ribbon.

An exported experiment can be imported on the Open Experiment window.
Data files can also be saved in FCS (Flow Cytometry Standard) file format for 
archiving purposes. For instructions, refer to the Exporting Data Files section.

The exported FCS files will not be identical to the imported files, since vendor-specific, non-
standard features may be missing from the exported file.

4.4  Presenting, Saving, and Exporting Results
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5
 Workspace Elements

This chapter describes the main functions, the customization options, and the control options of 
CellCapTure’s workspace elements.

The Launcher Window introduces the functions you can access before opening any experiment. 

The Ribbon Bar describes the features of the graphical menu system. 

Panes describes the management of built-in panes to manage data acquisition and analysis.  

The Analysis Tree describes how to organize and manage data. 

Plate View shows the controls to acquire data using the A600 High Throughput Auto Sampler 
(HTAS). 

Analysis Documents describes the three document types used for monitoring acquisitions and 
analyzing acquired data: Tube Document, Sample Document, and Report Document. 

Calculation Sheet describes the spreadsheet functions of the Calculation Sheet used for 
performing advanced calculations on data.
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The Launcher Window is the first window that appears after logging into 
CellCapTure. The Launcher Window is divided into three sections: Ribbon Bar, 
Recent Experiments, and Favorites.

5.1.1  Launcher Window Ribbon Bar

The Ribbon Bar, located at the top of the launcher window is divided into three 
tabs: Common Tasks, Instrument Maintenance, and Data Management. For more 
details on using the Ribbon Bar, check the The Ribbon Bar section.

Common Tasks

The Common Tasks tab contains controls for designing acquisition and analysis 
experiments. Below is a description of each icon found in the Common Tasks tab:

5.1  The Launcher Window
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Experiment 
Design with 
Plate Hotel

Designs the experiment for automatic acquisition 
using an A700 High Throughput Hotel (requires 
A700 High Throughput Hotel). For options using 
the hotel, read the Working with A700 High 
Throughput Hotel chapter.

New Experiment 
from Template

Creates a new experiment using a saved 
template.

New Experiment 
from Plate 
Template

Creates a new single-plate experiment using a 
saved template (requires an A600 Auto Sampler).

Experiment 
Design for 
Analysis

Opens the Experiment Design window where you 
can design your new analysis experiment. 
See the Experiment Design for Analysis section 
for instructions.

Open 
Experiment

Opens a previously saved experiment from the 
Experiment Library.  For more detail on the Open 
Experiment window, proceed to the end of this 
section.

Start 
Acquisition

Creates a new acquisition experiment with basic 
settings.

Experiment 
Design for 
Acquisition

Opens the Experiment Design window where you 
can design your new acquisition experiment.
See the Experiment Design for Acquisition 
section for instructions.

You can design an acquisition experiments on your laptop or home computer without 
being connected to the instrumentation itself.
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See the Creating Experiments section for details on all options.  
 
Some options require appropriate peripherals and may not be available in your 
instrumentation.

Analysis 
Experiment from 
Template

Creates an analysis experiment using a saved 
template.

Batch Analysis Automatically performs an analysis on a large 
amount of data using a saved experiment 
template. See the Batch Analysis section for 
details.
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The Open Experiment window allows you to:

•	 Sort experiments by experiment name, creation date, and other column  
parameters;

•	 Narrow the list for a specific category only  by selecting it from the Category 
dropdown list;

•	 Toggle between displaying your experiment(s) or all public experiments;
•	 Import experiment created on a different computer.  

          
  

Open Experiment 

Use the Open Experiment button to open a previously saved experiment from the 
Experiment Library.
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Instrument Maintenance

These options are only available if the computer is connected to a Stratedigm 
cytometer. Read the Instrument Diagnostics and Instrument Maintenance 
sections for more details. 

Data Management 

The Data Management tab enables access to your libraries and administrative 
functions. The Libraries group contains organizing tools for the data saved using 
CellCapTure. A separate library is available for templates and settings, which can 
be saved for later use, such as experiment templates, plate templates, panels, tube 
templates, acquisition and instrument settings, etc. 

The Administration group allows access to functions such as User Management, 
Usage Report, and Database Backup.  

Read the Administrative Functions chapter for details of these functions.

Backing up your database regularly is very important. You will receive messages about 
backup regularly. See the Data Backup and Restore section for details.
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5.1.2 Recent Experiments 
 

The Recent Experiments section contains the last 10 experiments opened under 
the current login account.  Open any recent experiments by clicking on the 
appropriate icon.

 

5.1.3 Favorites
 
 

Templates, settings, and experiments can be placed into the Favorites section for 
single-click access. Use them to easily create new experiments or open existing 
ones.  
 
To add a Recent Experiment to Favorites, right-click the experiment icon and select Add to 
Favorites.
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5.2  The Ribbon Bar

The Ribbon Bar is a Microsoft Office 2007 style extension of the menu and toolbar 
combination used for accessing program features. It provides an intuitive way to 
access functions and settings. 

5.2.1  Tabs and Groups 
 
After navigating past the Launcher Window, the Ribbon Bar displays different tabs 
appropriate for your experiment.

Each tab appears at the top the Ribbon Bar.

Each tab is divided into functional groups.

Some groups have a launch button that opens a pane with more related options. 
See the Panes section below for more information on panes.

Minimize the Ribbon Bar by double-clicking the title of the current tab.
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5.2.2 The Main Button 

Click the Main Button to access a drop down menu containing less frequently used 
menu items. 

File menu is where you save, close, lock, or add the current experiment to 
Favorites. This also allows the user to exit the program or logout. 

Edit menu gives access to the Undo and Redo functions. 

Setup menu is used to set up Stratedigm instrumentation and can only be 
accessed by administrators or service engineers. 

Help menu enables the user to check for updates, register online, view 
CallCapTure’s digital user manual, request online support, send a report, and 
access system information.
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5.2.3 The Quick Access Toolbar 
 

The Quick Access Toolbar is located at top left of the CellCapTure window to the 
right of the Main Button. It is possible to add frequently used commands to the 
Quick Access Toolbar. There is a unique set of Quick Access Toolbar commands for 
both the Launcher view and Experiment view. By default, the Launcher view is 
empty and the Experiment view toolbar contains the following functions: 

Save: saves the current experiment.

Close: closes the current experiment.

Undo: erases the last change performed within the workspace. This button can be 
pressed multiple times to undo older actions.

Redo: reverses actions that have been undone. This button can be pressed 
multiple times to reverse multiple undo commands.

Hovering the mouse over a button shows its tooltip with the name of the button. 

It is possible to add any command from the Ribbon Bar to the Quick Access Toolbar 
by right-clicking its button and choosing Add to Quick Access Toolbar.

For example, right-click the Record button, then select Add to Quick Access 
Toolbar to add it to the buttons of the Quick Access Toolbar. 
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You can also rearrange the buttons by opening the dropdown menu of the Quick 
Access Toolbar, and selecting More Commands ….

5.2.4 Home Tab 

The Home tab on the Ribbon Bar includes Stratedigm’s unique active icon feature. 
This feature will change the icons displayed in the Home tab based on the user’s 
intent and the location of pointer or the current activated element. For example, 
the Home commands displayed when a plot is activated are not the same as when 
a well is selected on the Plate view.

Home category for an active plot

Home category for a plate view
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5.3  Panes

Panes are customizable windows that contain information and controls 
pertaining to the acquisition. Panes can be windowed, docked, hidden, tabbed, 
stacked, opened, and closed. This section covers pane navigation and the specific 
panes available. 
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5.3.1 Arranging Panes     
 

Docking/Undocking Panes 

A docked pane is when the pane is attached to a side of the workspace. Panes are 
docked by default. To undock a pane into a free-floating window, click and hold 
the pane’s title bar and drag it to the desired location. Release the mouse button 
to let go of the pane. Undocked panes can be stacked on top of other panes to 
conserve workspace. 

This takes some practice since panes are ready to stick to any side of the workspace.  

Similarly dock or re-dock a pane by clicking and holding its title bar and dragging 
it to the desired location at the edge of the screen. A dotted frame outlines the 
pane’s arrangement prior to releasing the mouse button.
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Hiding/Unhiding Panes     
 
Set specific panes to automatically hide when not in use by clicking the pin icon at 
the pane’s top right corner. Hidden panes appear as a single tab at the side of the 
workspace. To access a hidden pane, hold the mouse cursor over the 
corresponding tab for one second. Press the pin icon again to unhide it.
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Stacking Panes 

Stack panes on top of each other to save space. Click and drag the undocked pane 
onto the common pane’s title bar to stack them. Stacked panes appear as tabs on 
the bottom of the common pane. In order to stack panes, the common pane must 
be docked.
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Opening Closed Panes 

Close unnecessary panes by clicking the Close button           located in the 
pane’s top right corner. Reopen a pane by clicking the Launch button in the 
corresponding Ribbon group: 

Use the following Launch buttons to access corresponding panes. 
 

Pane Launch button location

Instrument Settings pane Instrument tab > Instrument Settings group

Acquisition Control pane Acquisition tab > Acquisition group

Acquisition Status pane Acquisition tab > Acquisition Status group 

Instrument Status pane Home tab > Instrument Status group

Tube Saving Options pane Home tab > Samples & Tubes group
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5.3.2 Instrument Settings Pane

Adjust the lasers and detectors using the Instrument Settings pane: 

•	 Choose what lasers to turn on or off;
•	 Set FSC gain stage and FSC gain;
•	 Set PMT gains;
•	 Set trigger channels and thresholds;
•	 Set gain for width and area scaling;
•	 Set color compensation between detectors.
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Acquired data is stored uncompensated, meaning you can change compensation at any 
time.

Read the Instrument Settings section for details.
 

5.3.3 Acquisition Settings Pane 

Control the acquired data from the cytometer using the Acquisition Settings pane: 

•	 Acquisition Gate allows you to filter the events displayed and stored in all 
plots;

•	 Stopping Gate allows you to select a subpopulation used for Stopping 
Events condition;
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•	 Stopping Event allows you to stop the data recording after the specific 
number of Events is reached;

•	 Storage Gate allows you to select a subpopulation for saving data;
•	 Display Events determines how many events will be displayed on plots 

during acquisition;
•	 Parameter Selection allows you activate the required parameters. 

Read the Acquisition Settings chapter chapter for more details. 

5.3.4 Acquisition Status Pane 

The Acquisition Status pane contains controls for starting, stopping, and pausing 
acquisition and recording. It also provides acquisition status and progress:

1 - Start Acquisition - starts acquiring data without storing;
2 - Start Recording - starts storing data;
3 - Cancel Recording - cancels current data recording;
4 - Restart Recording - clears collected data and restarts acquisition;
5 - Record Plate - acquires entire plate and record data;
6 - Continuous Acquisition - records all plates automatically 
     (requires A700 High Throughput Hotel). 

Read the Controlling Acquisitions section for details.
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5.3.5 Instrument Status Pane 

The Instrument Status pane monitors the status of hardware components and 
the current operations of your cytometer. This serves as a real-time instrument 
monitoring and will warn the user of any hardware issues.  

Read the Instrument Status section for details.
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5.3.6 Tube Saving Options Pane 

The Tube Saving Options pane specifies additional information saved with your 
acquired data:

•	 The Identifiers tab specifies an identifier for the data and provides feedback;

If the Stratedigm cytometer is equipped with a barcode scanner and the tubes are labeled 
with barcodes, use the Tube ID field to verify and add tube barcodes to each acquisition. 
If barcodes are created in advance, they can be checked and used to prevent any mix up.

•	 The Keywords tab enables adding custom keywords to the  tubes/wells.

These keywords are also used on the Experiment Design window. 
See the Experiment Design for Acquisition section for details. 

•	 The Labels tab  is used to add additional labels such as reagent names to each 
        parameters. These labels can be used on plots and statistics.
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The Analysis tree is the organizing platform for the experiment.
The following elements are seen in the Analysis tree:

5.4  The Analysis Tree
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Experiment Contains settings and information global to 
the whole experiment. Specify descriptive 
information for the experiment in the 
Experiment Details window and assign global 
instrument/acquisition settings.

                 For more about global versus custom  
                 acquisition and instrument settings 
for tubes/wells, see the Global and Custom 
Acquisition/Instrument Settings section.

Plate Groups the samples and wells belonging to 
a plate. It contains default acquisition and 
preparation settings for wells that can be 
copied between plates.

Sample Organizes tubes/wells into samples. It can be 
used for simple grouping and also for defining 
multi-tube acquisition and/or analysis panels. 
Copy or reuse a sample’s settings and analysis 
with one click. Copy the analysis results of a 
sample to the The Sample Document.

                Sample templates are called panels.  
                Save them into the Panels Library and use    
                for future experiments.

Tube The tube node represents a sample tube 
or well used for data acquisition or data file 
analysis. Each tube has its own acquisition 
and instrument settings as well as its own 
document for creating a report for tube-level 
analysis. 

                 When working with plates, wells in the 
                 Analysis tree are seen as ‘tubes’, because 
they are treated identically. Whenever we refer to 
tubes in this document wells are also included.
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Population Defined populations appear in the Analysis 
tree in hierarchy, according to their relation 
specified when gating. Each population is 
marked with a color for identification in the 
Population Overlay.

                 Beside gating there are other tools 
                 to define populations such as ”Rest Of” 
Populations and Quadrants.

Statistics Calculated statistics will appear in the Analysis 
tree under populations with their current 
value. They reflect any changes made in the 
data.

                The event count is automatically calculated     
                  for every population.  It is displayed in the 
Analysis tree next to the population.

Calculated 
parameter

Each calculated parameter will appear under 
the tube node. Calculate a derived parameter 
(ratio, linearization, etc.) from the primary 
acquired event values. Calculated parameters 
can be copied to other tubes.
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5.4.1  The Current Tube Pointer 
 

The Analysis tree marks what tube (well) you are working with. The current tube is 
marked with a green color and arrow. 

All settings within your workspace belong to the current tube. The current tube’s 
tube document and sample document is always visible. Switching to another tube 
changes the tube document and sample document accordingly. 

Navigate between tubes by clicking a tube or its sub-elements in the Analysis tree.  
You can also use the Next/Prev Tube or Next/Prev Sample buttons. 

The current tube is also marked on the Plate view if a well is selected. When 
selecting another well on the Plate view, the current tube pointer in the Analysis 
tree will follow.
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5.4.2  Settings Icons 

The setting icons are found in the Analysis tree next to the elements. A blue icon 
means that element has its own setting. A grey icon means that it uses the global 
setting of the experiment.

Shows the acquisition settings of the tube/well.

Shows the instrument settings.

Represents the document belonging to the element (tube or 
sample document).

Represents the analysis of the tube. It contains all population defi-
nitions and statistics defined for the tube.

Shows the active compensation setting for the tube.

These icons have two purposes. You can click a setting icon to see the settings of 
the corresponding element. 

If the tube does not have a custom setting, the user can either view the corresponding 
global setting or assign/load a custom one.

These icons can also copy settings between tubes or samples. See the next section 
for details. 

5.4.3  Copying Settings, Documents, and Populations 

The Analysis tree is useful when needing to apply the same settings, analysis, or 
document layout to more than one tube/sample.
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Copying Tubes 

To copy several settings of a tube, drag and drop the tube icon, or tube name onto 
the target tube. The following prompt will appear:

In the Copy Tube To Another Tube window, choose which settings to copy. There are 
also controls over what the software should do with the existing analysis of the 
target tube. Overwrite replaces the original analysis with the new one.  Append, 
extends the new analysis to the old one. The Overwrite when conflicting option 
determines what should happen if there is conflict between the analysis of the 
target tube and the analysis of the source tube (i.e. if a population with the same 
name already exists). 

Tube settings can be copied to another single tube; a sample; or the experiment 
element to copy the selected settings to all tubes. 

Select the For similar Tubes option to copy tube settings for tubes with the same name but 
in different samples (i.e. if the tubes in the sample have different analysis).
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Copying Individual Setting Types 

To copy individual settings such as acquisition settings or instrument settings, 
drag and drop the small individual icons onto the corresponding settings of 
the target of interest. The user can drop them to single tubes, samples, or the 
experiment itself to target all the tubes belonging to it. 

Certain drag and drop operations display specific prompts. For example, dragging the 
acquisition settings of a tube to an experiment prompts you to overwrite the global 
acquisition settings, overwrite the custom settings in all tubes, or both. 

Copying Subpopulations 

Use drag and drop to copy analysis elements shown in the Analysis tree 
individually. They can be copied to single tubes, samples, or the experiment itself.
When dragging and copying a population, it is possible to copy its statistics and 
subpopulations as well.

Copying a population that is inherited from another population also copies the parent 
population since it is part of the population’s definition.
 

Copying Statistics 

Unlike other elements, statistics can be copied between tubes and populations.  
Dragging statistics to another population copies the statistics to the new 
population in the Analysis tree.

Dragging statistics to another tube’s element adds the statistics to the All population of the 
target tube. To copy statistics for the same population in the target tube, press and hold 
the Ctrl key while dragging. See the Copying Analysis Between Tubes section for more 
details.
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5.4.4  ‘Copy to…’ Options 

The dedicated buttons in the Ribbon Bar allow you to quickly copy settings and 
analysis between tubes. 

All Tubes 

Copies the setting of the current tube to all tubes in the experiment. 

Similar Tubes 

Copies the settings of the current tube to the tubes in the experiment with the 
same name. 

Tubes in Sample 

Copies the settings of the current tube to all tubes in the current sample. 

5.4.5 Collapsing and Opening Elements 

Data in the Analysis tree can be hidden to conserve workspace. Click on the small 
box in front of the elements in the Analysis tree to collapse unwanted branches. 
An alternate method is to right-click any element in the Analysis tree and select 
the appropriate menu item to close all tube branches or all sample branches at 
once.
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5.4.6 Deleting Elements 

Delete elements from the Analysis tree by right-clicking the element and choosing 
Delete. Selecting the element and pressing the Delete button  on the Ribbon Bar 
also works. 

 

The Delete All button deletes the selected element from all tubes.
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The Plate view can be used to set up and control experiments performed with 
the A600 HTAS. When designing a plate-based acquisition, the Plate view is more 
useful than the Analysis Tree for setting up samples. 

5.5.1  The Current Well 

Similar to tubes in the Analysis tree, the current well is always visible on the Plate 
view.

The green circle indicates which well’s information is being displayed on the Well 
Preparation and Acquisition Settings list. Selected wells are highlighted in blue. 
An outlining green circle indicates the current well. 

5.5  Plate View
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5.5.2 Selecting Wells 

Changing a setting when multiple wells are selected applies the changes to all the 
wells in the selection. There are multiple options for selecting more than one well 
for further operations. 

Select Rectangular Range of Wells 

The easiest way to select wells is to draw a rectangle on the Plate view. It does not 
matter if drawing starts on an empty or occupied well. 

When starting on a selected well, be sure to start drawing the rectangle outside of the 
well’s circle; otherwise, it will only reposition the well.
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Select All Wells on a Plate 

Select all wells by clicking the plate’s headline.

Select a Row or Column

Select a full row or column of wells by clicking the row or column’s headline.
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Extending Your Selection

Holding down the Ctrl key and clicking on unselected wells will add them to the 
current selection.

Removing Wells from the Selection

Similarly, holding down the Ctrl key and clicking on selected wells will remove 
them from the current selection.
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5.5.3  Adding Wells

This section covers several methods for adding wells. 

Auto Arrangement Options

If the new wells’ exact position is not specified, the software automatically 
arranges them according to preference. Here are the following arranging options:

1. Horizontal Wells are placed in rows continuously.

2. Vertical Wells are arranged in columns.

3. Optimal The automatic arrangement follows the optimal 
acquisition order of the A600 HTAS, such as every 
second well horizontally on 96-well plates, or every 
fourth well on 384-well plates. See Working with 
the A600 Auto Sampler chapter for details.

Adding Wells with Automatic Arrangement 

The easiest way to add wells is by selecting an empty well and clicking the Add 
Wells button. 
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The Add Wells window allows the user to specify how many similar wells you 
wish to add to the plate. You can also specify the labeling of detectors, assign 
acquisition/instrument settings, select a previously saved document layout, and 
specify custom keywords to be stored with the data. 

To acquire samples for multi-tube panels, use the Add Samples with Wells function to 
assign different settings for each staining in the panel. . . Read more in Adding Samples to 
Acquisition Experiments section.
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Adding Wells to Selected Positions 

If multiple empty wells are selected before using the Add Wells or Add Samples 
with Wells button, CellCapTure automatically counts the available space in the 
selection and sets the number of new wells to be defined.

The Add Wells from Template function can also define wells that contain all settings 
from a saved template.

Add complete predefined plate layouts to your experiments by using plate templates. 
See Working with Experiments chapter for more details. 
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5.5.4 Adding Plates 

Use the Add New Plate button to add more plates. The Load Plate Template button 
adds a new plate with a saved layout and settings. 

5.5.5 Well Preparation and Acquisition Settings 

For details about the capabilities and available settings of the A600 auto sampler, see the 
Working with the A600 Auto Sampler chapter for more details.

Well preparation and acquisition settings can be found on the right side of the 
Plate view. Wells can be set individually or as an entire selection.

Settings are sorted into two groups, Plate and Well. The Plate group settings apply 
to the entire plate whereas the Well group settings apply to individual wells. 
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Plate Default Settings 

When adding new wells to the plate, they will have the default plate settings. 
To see/change these defaults, select an empty well on the plate.  
 

5.5.6  Copying Settings Between Wells 

Well acquisition and preparation settings can be copied the same way as 
Experiment tree elements.   

Copying a Single Value 
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Drag any individual setting from the Well Preparation and Acquisition Settings list 
and drop it to a single well, row, column, or plate headline to copy it. 

Dragging Settings Icons 

There are two small icons in the corner of every well. Use these for copying all 
acquisition or preparation settings of a well to other wells.

Acquisition settings, such as aspiration volume, injection speed, etc.

Represents the preparation settings, such as reagent adding, mixing, 
etc.

The Analysis tree and Plate view can utilize drag and drop to copy settings.

5.5.7 Saving Plate Templates

Plate templates can be used when planning to work with the same plate settings 
and layout regularly. The plate template contains well positions, settings, and all 
other sample/well related information.

To save a plate as a template, right-click the headline of the plate on the Plate view 
and select Save As Plate Template.
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Right-clicking the corresponding tree element also saves the plate template from the 
Analysis Tree.

Read Template and Settings Libraries for more details.
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5.6  Analysis Documents

While the Analysis tree is the tool for organizing the experiment and analysis 
data, the analysis documents are intended for presentation and visualization. 
Both the Tube and Sample document can be used for displaying data during 
acquisition and for presenting results of the analysis. It is possible to combine flow 
cytometry specific presentation of data, such as plots and/or histogram overlays, 
with standard presentation tools such as headlines, images, header, and/or footer 
definition.

Read the Working with Documents chapter for more details.
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5.6.1 Document Types 

There are three document types available in CellCapTure. 

Tube Document 

The Tube document is used for displaying data/analysis of each acquisition 
independently for each tube/well.

Sample Document

Every sample element in the experiment has an associated Sample document. 
The Sample document is used for multitube analysis of all data sets belonging 
to the same sample. Once an experiment is created on a sample document, the 
experiment layout remains the same for every tube in that sample and the data 
reflects the events in the current tube/well.
  

Report Document

The Report document provides a convenient location to create a final report of 
any analysis. It includes commands for automatic duplication and arrangement of 
multiple plots and statistics for all the tubes in the experiment.

Read details about special report functions in the Report Functions section.
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5.6.2 Document Setup 
   
Page Setup manages the page size and margins.

Dimensions of the document in pages are defined here. Every document can have 
multiple pages. You can specify how many pages should be placed in each row 
and column in the document area.

You can also specify a Page header for each page. The Page header can contain an 
image, such as a company logo, and up to three lines of text. The lines can contain 
experiments properties, such as experiment name, ID, project, or regular text. 

Detailed description of document setup options are in the Formatting Document section
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5.6.3 Adding Objects to the Documents 
 
When a document is active, the Home category lists all the objects that can be 
added to it. Click on the desired element to add, then draw a rectangle of the 
desired size on the document.

Most elements can be added with a default size by double-clicking in an empty space of 
the document.

Below is a complete list of usable objects:

1. Histogram 1-parameter histogram box of the selected type

2. Plot 2-parameter plot box of the selected type

3. Histogram Overlay Histogram overlay box

4. Dot Plot Overlay Dot plot overlay box

5. Population Tree Population Tree box

6. Ellipse Ellipse or filled ellipse

7. Rectangle Rectangle or filled rectangle

8. Image Image from an external file

9. Arrow / Line Line or arrow

10. Text box Text

11. Dynamic text Dynamic text that can contain a property of the 
current experiment

12. File assignment table Tube-File assignment for experiment contain-
ing data imported from external data files

13. Parametric Statistics Box  Parametric statistics box
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5.6.4 Copying Documents

Since each tube and sample has its separate document, making changes on a 
tube’s or sample’s document will not affect other documents. Changes can be 
propagated by using drag and drop copying of a document to other experiment 
elements.

Based on which document is copied to which element, different options are 
available:

1. Tube document to tube Tube document is copied, overwriting 
the target tube’s document

2. Tube document to sample Tube document is copied to all tubes 
of the sample

3. Alt + tube document to sample Tube document is copied to the 
sample as sample document

4. Tube document to experiment Tube document is copied to all tubes 
of the experiment

5. Sample document to sample Sample document is copied, 
overwriting the target sample’s 
document

6. Sample document to tube Sample document is copied to the 
tube as tube document

7. Sample document to experiment Sample document is copied to all 
samples of the experiment

The Analysis group functions on the Analysis tab can also be used to copy between tubes.
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5.7  Calculation Sheet 

The Calculation Sheet is a unique feature to CellCapTure and has Microsoft Excel-
like functionality. User can perform similar operations like in Microsoft Excel, but 
can also utilize results coming from the population analysis performed on primary 
acquired or imported data.

For a detailed introduction of functions and features of Calculation sheet refer to The 
Calculation Sheet chapter.

5.7.1 Expression
 
Expressions can be entered on an interface well-known from other spreadsheet 
applications 

Cells and Expression Editor Line

It is possible to directly edit a cell or use the dedicated editor line. To edit the cell 
in-place, double-click the cell.

Population Statistics Functions

The Calculation sheet can directly embed population statistics from an analysis. 
You can add statistics from the Analysis tree directly or use functions to refer to the 
populations in the expressions.

To add statistics from the Analysis tree, simply drag and drop them from the 
Analysis tree to the desired cell on the Calculation sheet.
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5.7.2 Report Functions

There are functions that help generate tables using the analysis of several tubes. 
These tools copy calculations from one of your tubes or samples, then apply the 
same calculations for other tubes or samples. These options are found on both the 
Home and Analysis tabs.
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6
 Working with Experiments

This chapter introduces methods for creating, managing, extending, and modifying experiments 
as well as of using templates effectively. There are two ways to create an experiment. You can 
design an experiment from scratch or use a previously saved template. Experiments are divided 
into two types: acquisition and analysis. While the same analysis functions can be applied to both 
types, the acquisition experiment contains additional information for setting up instrumentation.

Creating Experiments for Acquisition shows how to create experiments for a sample acquisition 
using Stratedigm instrumentation.

Creating Experiments for Analysis shows how to use CellCapTure for data analysis only.

Opening Experiments introduces managing, finding, and opening previous experiments.

Experiment Functions in the Experiment Window shows how to modify or extend your 
experiments, samples, and tubes.
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Different options and settings are provided after clicking the Start Acquisition 
button depending on the Stratedigm instrumentation components available for 
use. 

6.1.1  Ad-hoc Experiment Design with Start Acquisition 

Clicking the Start Acquisition button  is the simplest way to start an acquisition. 
If the configuration does not include an A600 HTAS, the experiment workspace 
appears directly. 

For more information and settings about the A600 HTAS, read Working with A600 Auto 
Sampler.

Adding Tubes and Samples

To add more tubes to the experiment without specifying additional settings, 
use the Next Tube icon on the Acquisition panel in the Ribbon Bar. The Next Tube 
button copies all of the the previous tube’s settings into a new tube. Similarly, the 
Next Sample button copies the last sample with all its settings.

This method works if the last tube is selected.

6.1  Creating Experiments for Acquisition
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6.1.2  Experiment Design for Acquisition 

Use the Experiment Design window to set desired experiment settings. The 
Experiment Design window has multiple tabs:  Experiment Details, Panels, Samples, 
Control Tubes, and Worklist.

Experiment Details View

Experiment Details tab shows general data for documentation purposes such as 
Name, ID, Institute, and Keywords. Note that some data is filled by default.
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These settings can also be viewed/modified later by right-clicking the experiment name in 
the Analysis tree and selecting Experiment Details.

Sample Carrier Type View

When using an A600 HTAS, it is required to choose the sample carrier type. It 
can be a tube or any type of supported plates. When using a plate, the default 
preparation and acquisition setting must be specified.

When using the A600 HTAS, it is important to select the correct carrier type. Selecting the 
wrong type may damage the A600’s probes.

Read Working with A600 HTAS for details on plate and well settings.

Panel View
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The Panel view is used to define tubes within a panel. Panels can be viewed as 
either sample templates or collections of multi-tube analysis. Panels are used 
for defining the structure of samples that will be added to the experiment. The 
Samples tab specifies the number of samples.  Instrument and acquisition settings 
can be modified for each individual tube or all tubes in the experiment by using 
the Tubes and Panel settings section respectively. For single tube analysis on 
similar tubes, use the default tube and add additional tubes/tube samples when 
needed. Clicking Load Panel… makes it possible to select a previously saved panel 
template.  Use the Labels list to specify labels for the detectors being utilized.

The Reagent List can be used to create or access a list of commonly used detector labels.

It is also possible to save or load the entire list of the specified labels.

Samples View
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The Samples tab is used to specify the sample’s name and patient ID. 
Here you can also assign custom keywords that will be saved with the sample.

Use the Add button to add several samples at once.

Control Tubes View

Besides defining normal samples, a separate set of tubes can be defined to have 
different settings. This can be used to add control tubes to the experiment for 
calibration or single color control samples. Contrary to the Panel view, the tubes 
defined here do not add to the experiment multiple times, but only once as tubes 
of a special sample named Control Tubes.

These tubes are added to the experiment as tubes, even if plate was chosen as the carrier 
type.
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Worklist View

The Worklist view shows a list of all the samples to be acquired. Specifying IDs and 
adding custom keywords to acquired data can also be done here.

If the instrument is equipped with a built-in barcode reader, filling Tube IDs  with barcodes 
on the tubes checks for the correct sample tube insertion during acquisition. Read  Using 
Barcode Reader for Tube Identification for details.

Finishing Experiment Design

After designing the experiment, the Save and Acquire icon opens the experiment 
window allowing for acquisition of the experiment. The Save and Close button 
saves your experiment into the database for use at another time.

The Save and Close button is useful when designing experiments on another computer 
other than the one controlling Stratedigm instrumentation.
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6.1.3 New Experiment from Template

The New Experiment from Template button opens the Experiment Template Library 
where the user can select from previously saved templates. After selecting the 
template and specifying Experiment Details, the new experiment is ready for 
acquisition/analysis.

Clicking Save as Template in the experiment window saves the current experiment as a 
template for future use.

6.1.4  New Experiment from Plate Template

Similarly, a one-plate experiment can be created from a plate template. This 
button opens the Plate Template Library, where previously saved plate templates 
can be selected.  After selecting the template and specifying Experiment Details, 
the new experiment is ready for acquisition/analysis.

More plates can be added to the experiment later.  Read the Adding Plates section on how 
to add plates to an existing experiment.
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6.1.5  Experiment Design with A700 High Throughput  
 Hotel (HTH)

The Stratedigm A700 HTH is ideal for analyzing a large number of plates. Plate and 
experiment templates are required to create experiments utilizing the plate hotel. 
Read Working with A700 High Throughput Hotel for details.
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6.2  Creating Experiments for Analysis

To create an analysis experiment, collect or locate the data to be analyzed and 
specify which data files belong together (forming samples for multi-tube analysis).  
Data can be collected from either previous experiments in the database or from 
independent FCS (Flow Cytometry Standard) data files generated on other 
instruments. Analysis templates can also be assigned to the collected data to 
enable the creation of an  analysis experiment with minimal effort.

6.2.1  Experiment Design for Analysis

The left side of the Tube Selection page contains the new experiment’s structure 
and data. The right side has controls for adding data files and analysis templates to 
the experiment.
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Adding Data Files

The upper right frame is used to locate the desired data files. The lower right frame 
lists the files. Use the assign buttons in the middle of the window to manage the 
files in the current experiment. Drag and drop works as well.

Below is a list of what to expect depending on where the data file has been 
dropped:

Dropping to an existing tube Replaces the data assigned to that tube

Dropping to a sample Adds the data to the sample as a new tube

Dropping to the 
experiment

Adds the data as a new tube in a new sample
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To select multiple files to add simultaneously, select the first file, and then click 
the last one while holding the Shift key on the keyboard. Holding the Ctrl key and 
clicking on individual files will select/deselect them.

Once the experiment is saved, data file content will be copied and stored in the database 
permanently.

Adding Data from Existing Experiments

It is also possible to add tubes, samples, or even complete experiments from the 
data already stored in the database.

When assigning data from existing experiments, their corresponding analysis is also copied. 
The analysis can be replaced using templates.
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Assigning Analysis Templates to Tubes and Samples

It is possible to assign analysis and document layouts to the data by using saved 
templates. This way, when the experiment design is finished, the analysis and 
documents are included and generated automatically. Templates can be assigned 
from both the previously saved panels (sample templates) and tube templates. 
The Panels page contains the sample templates and Tube Templates page contains 
the tube templates.

The assignment is similar to the data file assignment. Using the assignment 
buttons in the middle or dragging the template to the experiment plan assigns 
the selected template to the target tube or sample. 

Rename Experiment Elements

CellCapTure will automatically gives an appropriate name to the elements in the 
experiment. Rename elements by right-clicking and choosing Rename…
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Experiment Details    

The Experiment Details panel allows the specification of experimental data for 
administration purposes.

6.2.2  New Analysis Experiment from Template 

 

This allows the creation of fully designed experiments from saved experiment 
templates.  After selecting the experiment template, the Experiment Design for 
Analysis window appears.
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Navigating in CellCapTure is easy because it stores all data in a centralized 
database.

6.3.1  Experiment Library

All experiments are stored in the Experiment Library. It is also the center for 
experiment operations.

Experiment Library lists all experiments stored in the database of CellCapTure. 
The list can be filtered by categories, public, or private items. Sort the experiments 
in order by clicking on the respective column’s title.

Categories

It is possible to define personal categories to make finding an experiment easier.  
An experiment can belong to any number of categories. Experiments can be listed 
by category.

6.3  Opening Experiments
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See Libraries for details.

Exporting and Importing Experiments

Experiments can be exported to a file and imported into another instance of 
CellCapTure. Exported experiment files contain all information of the experiment 
including: acquisition settings, instrument settings, acquired data, analysis, and 
document layouts.

Experiment Access Rights

In CellCapTure, access rights can be assigned to each experiment. Experiments can 
be private (only the owner can open/modify), public (everyone can open/modify), 
or public read-only (everyone can open, but only the owner can modify).

The owner can also lock the experiment to prevent unintended changes when looking 
at an already finished experiment. The experiment can be unlocked anytime through the 
Experiment Details window.

Only the experiment owner or an administrator can change access rights. 
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6.3.2  Recent and Favorite Experiments 

Recent Experiments

The most recently opened experiments can always be seen and accessed on the 
Launcher window in the Recent Experiment section. Here, the latest experiment 
can be accessed without using the Experiment Library. Any opened experiment is 
automatically included into this list.

To remove an experiment from the list, add it to the Favorites section, or export it, right-
click the experiment’s icon.

Favorites

Any of your experiments can be added to the Favorites list. Add the opened 
experiment to the list by clicking Main Button -> File -> Add to Favorites.  Right- 
clicking the experiment on the Launcher view also reveals the option to favorite 
the experiment. You can add any experiment to the Favorites in the Experiment 
Library by using the Add to Favorites button.
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6.3.3  Open Experiment 

The Open Experiment button can open any stored experiment in the database. 
The Open Experiment window also has an Import… button. 

Only experiments stored in CellCapTure’s format can be imported. 

The imported experiment is automatically selected. Clicking Details… shows 
additional details such as number of samples or tubes.
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There are several management options when working with an experiment found 
under the Experiment Category.

Important functions can also be found under the Home category.

6.4.1  Managing Experiment 

New Experiment

A new experiment is started the same way from the Launcher. Clicking the arrow 
of the button presents the list of options for starting a new experiment.  

6.4  Experiment Functions in the Experiment Window
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Save As Template 

Saved templates can be used to create new acquisitions, or analysis experiments.

Templates can be managed in the Experiment Template Library.

Export Experiment

Experiment data can be exported into a file for later import into other CellCapTure 
databases.

6.4.2  Managing Samples, Tubes, and Wells in the  
            Experiment

In an experiment, more tubes, samples, and wells can be added at any time. There 
are several options depending on how many settings need to be specified:

Add Tubes for Acquisition

The Add Tubes button adds new tubes to the current sample. The user is prompted 
to define as many tubes as required or specify the same tube settings similar to 
experiment design, see the Experiment Design for Acquisition section.

When working with plate experiments, the button changes to Add Wells. 
To set the number of new wells, select a range of wells on the Plate view  
accordingly. 
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The Add Tubes from Template button can select a template for the new tubes to be 
added.

Add Sample for Acquisition

To expand the acquisition experiment at any time with new samples, use the Add 
Samples icon to add new samples. These steps are similar to the Experiment 
Design for Acquisition.

Adding Samples and Tubes with the Acquisition Control Buttons

If the current tube/sample happens to be the last one, the Next Tube or Next 
Sample icons are useful tools for adding tubes or samples to the current 
acquisition experiment.

Next Tube adds a new tube to the current sample and copies the last tube with all 
its settings.

Next Sample adds a new sample and copies all tubes of the last sample with all 
their settings.

This method does not work for analysis experiments because data files have to be specified.
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Adding Data to an Analysis Experiment

The Add Tubes button opens the Experiment Design for Analysis window where 
you can add FCS data files to the experiment as new tubes.

Adding Data Files to an Analysis Experiment by Drag and Drop

To add FCS data files to the analysis experiment, drag the file from its current 
folder and drop it onto the open experiment’s Analysis tree. The file will appear as 
a new tube if dropped onto an existing sample. If dropped onto the experiment 
name, the file appears as a new sample.

6.4.3 Saving Templates

Templates make initial setup easier. Experiment settings and other information 
can be stored in a library of templates. There is a separate library for each type of 
template. When saving a template to a library, a name, comment, and access level 
must be defined. Private templates can only be seen by the creator while public 
templates can be seen by any user.
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Templates can be used both at initial setup of the experiment, or when expanding 
the experiment later. Most of the template buttons are located in the Experiment 
category in the Ribbon Bar. For acquisition settings, use the Acquisition tab in the 
Ribbon Bar. 

Saving a Tube Template

This button can save your settings and analysis of a tube into the Tube Template 
Library. The template will contain the following tube settings:

•	 tube document;
•	 analysis: population definitions, statistics, color compensation, etc.;
•	 instrument and acquisition settings;
•	 well preparation and acquisition settings.  
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Saving a Panel

A panel is a template for a multi-tube analysis (and acquisition). It contains all the 
following settings of a sample and its tubes:

•	 tube analysis, document, and acquisition settings;
•	 sample document.

Panels can be used as a one-click starting point in experiment design when designing an 
experiment for multi-tube panels or kits. They are also an effective way to save templates 
for single color control groups.

Saving a Document Layout template

It is possible to save a document layout independently from the analysis from 
either a tube or a sample layout. With a single click from the Document Layout 
Library, it is possible to assign a new reporting document layout to the same 
analysis. 

Saving an Experiment Template 

An experiment template contains all the settings from your experiment. You can 
use it to create and set up a similar experiment either for analysis or acquisition. 
It includes all the settings of the tube and samples, plus the Report document and 
the Calculation sheet.
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6.4.4  Managing Experiment Information

The Experiment Details window enables you to view and modify information 
pertaining to the experiment. Open it from the Ribbon Bar or by right-clicking the 
experiment element in the Analysis tree. 

View or modify settings provided at experiment design in this window. The most 
important settings are as follows:
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Experiment Name and ID

This information identifies the experiment. This information can be viewed in the 
Open Experiment window and the Experiment Library.

Change these by right-clicking the experiment element in the Analysis tree and choosing 
‘Rename…’

Experiment Access Rights

Experiment Access Rights sets who can see or modify the experiment. Locking the 
experiment can prevent accidental modifications.

6.4.5  Exporting Data Files

Acquired or imported event data can be exported in Flow Cytometry Standard 
(FCS) format.

CellCapTure supports FCS 2.0 and FCS 3.0 formats.

Data files can be exported for one tube or tubes of a sample or all data files of the 
experiment.

Use the corresponding button in the Data Management tab of the ribbon bar to 
start an export.

The following Export Data Files window will appear.
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Use the radio buttons to select the FCS version of the exported file(s). 

Click the Select button to define a file destination. 

The File Name section is divided into two parts. 

The prefix can be generated using the sample and tube name, experiment name, 
or a custom name.

The suffix can be either a counter starting from a chosen value or the acquisition 
date of the tubes. Use the dropdown to select the number of digits. 

When exporting a single tube, a custom name can also be used.

If exporting wells, the well location will also be included in the data file name.

When exporting tubes from an analysis experiment containing imported data, the 
exported files will be different from the imported ones. Exported data files only contain 
keywords defined in the standard and omit vendor-specific/non-standard keywords.
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7
Working with Stratedigm Cytometers

In this chapter:

Starting and Stopping Your Cytometer shows how to use a Stratedigm cytometer through 
CellCapTure.

Setting Up Acquisition details options to set up and control the cytometer’s data collection.

Controlling Acquisition introduces the controls for acquisition.

Instrument Diagnostics describes how to use the cytometer’s automated diagnostics features 
that allows early detection of any changes in the instrument’s state.

Instrument Maintenance Functions shows the maintenance functions that prevent malfunctions 
and optimize the system’s uptime. 
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CellCapTure is designed to work with the full line of Stratedigm instrumentation. 
This chapter focuses on how to perform acquisitions with Stratedigm’s cytometers 
using sample tubes.

Additional settings and control options for systems equipped with an A600 High 
Throughput Auto Sampler or an A700 High Throughput Hotel can be found in the following 
chapters.
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7.1  Starting and Stopping Your Cytometer

CellCapTure controls every aspect of Stratedigm instrumentation from start to 
finish.

7.1.1 Starting Your System

The suggested system starting sequence is as follows:

1.  Turn on the computer controlling the cytometer.
2.  Power up the cytometer using the power button.
3.  Remove the test tube from the cytometer.
4.  Start CellCapTure and log in.
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CellCapTure automatically connects to the cytometer after login. Once the 
connection is established, initialization of the instrument is automatically 
performed and the Instrument Status icon changes accordingly.

The initialization is complete when the Ready without Tube state is displayed on 
the Instrument Status icon.

Starting Your Work Without Cytometer

CellCapTure can also be used for experiment design or data analysis only, without 
turning on the cytometer.

Upon start up, CellCapTure prompts that it was unable to connect to the 
instrument. Choose Ignore  to only work with the CellCapTure software.
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Clicking on the Instrument Status icon while it is in Connecting state aborts the connection 
attempt faster.

To reconnect the instrument, turn the cytometer power on, remove the test tube 
(if applicable), and click the Instrument Status icon.

Initialization is executed automatically. The cytometer can be used when the 
status icon shows Ready without Tube.

7.1.2 Shutting Down Your System
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Exiting the software also shuts down the instrument. You are prompted to insert 
an empty test tube for automated shutdown of the system.

Additional maintenance options also appear for your convenience. These options vary 
depending on the configuration of your system.

Disconnecting From Your Cytometer During Session

To turn off the cytometer before exiting CellCapTure, click the Instrument Status 
icon. A prompt confirms if you want to shut down the cytometer and disconnect. 
Choosing Yes begins the deinitialization process and the cytometer shuts down.
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7.2  Setting up Acquisitions

Setting up an acquisition requires the configuration of three setting groups, 
Instrument Settings, Acquisition Settings, and Tube Saving Options. This section 
describes how the user can manage them.

Instrument Settings sets up the excitation, triggering, and detection system of 
the cytometer.

Acquisition Settings manages how many and which events get recorded from the 
sample.  It also determines which parameters get recorded.

Tube Saving Options includes additional information associated with acquired 
and stored data such as parameter labels and custom keywords.

Global and Local Acquisition/Instrument Settings

Global and local settings can be used to specify settings at an experiment level or 
tube level. 

Each experiment has a default acquisition and instrument settings which apply 
to every tube. This is referred to as global settings. In addition users can assign 
unique settings for each tube which differ from the global settings. This is referred 
to as local settings.

When designing an experiment, it is possible to explicitly assign a local setting to tubes. 
See Experiment Design for Acquisition for more details.
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7.2.1 Instrument Settings

The Instrument Settings can be set on the Instrument Settings pane. If the pane is 
not visible, it can be accessed from the Ribbon Bar using the launch button  in the 
Instrument Settings group.

Below are the options to set up the instrument:
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Turning the Lasers On/Off

Lasers can be turned on and off independently. The number of lasers present 
depends on the configuration of your instrument.

Turning on a laser puts the instrument into a warm-up state until the full power of 
the laser is reached. The primary laser position has to be turned on for acquisition 
to start.

Setting the PMT Gain Values

Setting the PMT Gain Values changes the signal level of your detectors. Enter the 
desired number, toggle the spin buttons, or use the slider to adjust PMT Gain 
values. The gain can be set between 0 and 100 percent.

PMT Gain values can also be set visually by using Gain Slider option on plots and 
histograms. See the Gain Sliders on Plots section below.

The forward scatter detector has an extra setting for increasing the sensitivity 
range. You can set the gain stage for the detector to four levels. Always start with 
the lowest gain stage level (farthest left) and use the FSC gain to place your data 
in the desired location on scale.
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Selecting the Trigger Parameters 

Stratedigm cytometers allow for up to two triggers with Boolean conditioning for 
acquisition.

Trigger thresholds can be set independently on a 0 - 10000 scale. Only signals 
above the threshold are registered by the cytometer as events.

The first trigger detector can be either forward scatter or side scatter. For the 
second trigger channel, any detector from the primary (non-delayed) laser can be 
chosen. If both triggers are scatter detectors, they can have an AND/OR relation; 
with other detectors an AND relation can only be used. With an AND relation, both 
threshold levels must be reached for data acquisition. With an OR relation, values 
meeting either threshold will trigger data acquisition.

Other Settings 

Width parameter gains can also be set independently.

The width parameter is always measured on the primary trigger detector.
Area scaling allows the ability to adjust the values of the area type parameters to meet the 
height parameter’s magnitude. Area scaling depends on the type and size of the measured 
particles.

To set the overlap matrix for color compensation, see Color Compensation for 
details.
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Stratedigm instruments use software based color compensation. This means that it is 
possible to change the compensation after acquisition, or as part of the analysis.

Loading and Saving Instrument Settings

Settings can be saved into the Instrument Settings library for later use. The 
corresponding icon can be found in the Instrument tab of the Ribbon Bar.

To load the experiment’s global settings from the library, select the experiment 
element in the Analysis tree, then click the Load Instrument Settings button.

To load a custom setting for a tube, select the tube’s element in the Analysis tree, 
then click the Load Instrument Settings button.

Gain Sliders on Plots

Detector Gain values can also be set visually on plots. To display them, use the Gain 
Sliders button on the Ribbon Bar. 
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7.2.2 Acquisition Settings

The Acquisition Settings contain all settings that control how many and which 
event data are collected from your samples.
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Acquisition settings can be set on the Acquisition Settings pane. If the pane is not 
visible, click the Acquisition group’s launch button found in the Ribbon Bar.

Selecting Parameters  

The following parameters can be measured from a detector simultaneously:

•	 linear height;
•	 logarithmic height;
•	 linear area;
•	 logarithmic area.

The forward and side scatter parameters can be selected independently. The other 
detectors require identical parameters in order to allow correct color compensation.

In addition to scatter and fluorescence, event width and event time can also be 
selected.

Stopping Criteria 

CellCapTure can automatically stop data collection if a stopping criterion is met. 
There are two types of criterion:

•	 Stopping Time: data collection is stopped after a specified time has elapsed; 

•	 Stopping Events: data collection is stopped after the specified number of 
events (particles) are recorded.

If both stopping conditions are used, acquisition stops at the condition fulfilled 
first.

Stopping conditions are only effective in data recording mode. They are not 
effective in acquisition only mode. If no conditions are specified, recording 
continues until manually stopped by the user.
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If using an A600 HTAS, the aspiration volume combined with the injection speed provides 
a third stopping condition. If absolute volumetric counting is enabled, then the system 
records all of the aspirated sample volume and ignores other stopping conditions. 

Control Gates 

Control gates regulate what events should be seen and stored. 
There are three types of control gates:

Acquisition Gate filters the cytometer’s incoming data and displays events that 
fall into the selected population only. Events not passing the acquisition gate are 
not displayed, stored or counted into the stopping criteria. Acquisition gates can 
get rid of unwanted debris or other particles on all plots and statistics. 

Stopping Gate determines which events get counted into the stopping events 
condition. Counting is set to the selected population only.  

For systems without an A600 HTAS absolute count measurements are possible with 
this feature; by using absolute count beads and setting the stopping gate to the bead 
population.

Storage Gate determines which events are saved during recording.

The stopping and storage gate populations work independently. The events saved can be 
different from the events counted into the stopping criterion.
All three control gate populations can be used in inverse mode; meaning events pass if 
they do not fall into the population by selecting “Reject.”
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Control gates are part of the acquisition settings, but population definitions are not. 
The acquisition control uses the population definitions from the experiment’s analysis. 
If loading or assigning acquisition settings to a tube containing control gates, be sure the 
tube’s populations are defined; otherwise, the control gates are ignored.

Loading and Saving Acquisition Settings 

Acquisition settings can be saved into the Acquisition Settings library at any time. 
The corresponding icon can be found in the Acquisition tab of the Ribbon Bar.

To load global settings for the experiment from the library, select the experiment 
element in the Analysis tree and click the Load Acquisition Settings button.

To load a custom setting for a tube, select the tube’s element in the Analysis tree 
and click the Load Acquisition Settings button.
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7.2.3 Tube Saving Options

Tube Saving Options can specify additional information for acquired data that can 
help with identification and analysis. If the pane is not visible, click the Samples & 
Tubes group’s launch button on the ribbon’s Home tab, or the Tube Saving Options 
group’s launch button on the Acquisition tab.
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The Tube Saving Options pane is divided into three tabs:

Identifiers Tab 

The Identifiers tab makes it possible to assign an ID to a tube that can be different 
from the tube’s name and used to identify a biological sample. 

The Tube ID is most useful if the cytometer is equipped with a barcode reader. See 
Using Barcode Reader for Tube Identification for details.
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Comments can also be attached to a tube; they can contain specific information 
about the sample, acquisition conditions, or instructions for the analysis.

Keywords Tab 

Specific keywords can be assigned to tubes using the Keywords tab. Use these 
keywords to attach extra information to the data as required.

These keywords are present if the data is exported to an FCS (Flow Cytometry Standard) file.
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The Labels tab is used to assign labels to detectors used in acquisition. The label 
can contain information about the marker and stain used.
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The Reagent List window is used to define the most common labels for the 
detectors.

Use this window to define the labels for each detector separately. Predefined 
labels appear in the drop-down list of the label edit field.

Another option to specify labels faster is by using the Reagent List library. This 
makes it possible to create a full set of labels into a library that can be loaded  for 
use at a later time.

7.2.4 Managing Your Settings

Settings are viewed and changed only on their corresponding panes. When 
selecting a tube in the Analysis tree, you can see and modify its effective settings 
on the Acquisition Settings, Instrument Settings, and Tube Saving Options panes. 
However, there are other tools used to manage acquisition related settings.

Settings in the Analysis Tree

The Analysis tree provides a visual feedback of settings. Small icons representing 
the current settings are displayed next to the experiment and each tube:
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   : Acquisition Settings          

  : Instrument Settings

These icons can help identify if the tube is using the global setting or has its own 
custom setting. When the icon is filled, it means that there is a custom setting.

After a tube is recorded, the icon is half filled with a small red dot. This indicates that it is the 
effective setting of the data stored. For recorded tubes, use the icons to see the effective 
settings used during the acquisition. 

View Settings Details 

If an icon is active, click it to see details of the settings. You can also save and load 
setting from the details window to the corresponding library. 
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Assigning Custom Settings to a Tube

Clicking an inactive setting icon next to a tube, prompts that the tube has no 
custom settings followed by another set of options.

The tube’s effective global settings can be viewed here. There is also a choice to 
load or assign custom settings to the tube. Load can select a previously saved 
setting from the library. Assign, copies the current global settings to the tube 
as custom settings. Assigned settings can be modified independently from the 
global settings.

Copying Settings Between Tubes 

Use drag and drop to copy the settings between elements of the experiment. It 
is possible to drag an active settings icon to a tube, a sample, or the experiment 
element in the Analysis tree.

•	 Drag a setting icon onto a tube to set the custom setting to the tube. 

•	 Drag a setting icon onto a sample to set the custom setting to all tubes within 
the sample 

•	 Drag a setting icon onto the experiment element of the Analysis tree to show 
a prompt to overwrite the global settings or replace all custom settings in the  
experiment.

Deleting a Custom Settings

To delete a tube’s custom setting and keep the effective global setting, drag 
and drop the global setting – next to the experiment element – to the tube. 
This indicates that the global settings are used when acquiring that tube.
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Saving and Loading Settings Using Settings Libraries 

Instrument Settings and Acquisition Settings can be saved into libraries. These 
features are accessed through the corresponding items on the Ribbon Bar in the 
Instrument and Acquisition tabs or from the Settings Details windows.
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Controlling acquisition with CellCapTure refers to both the actual acquisition and 
the monitoring of the process. 

7.3.1  Starting and Stopping Acquisition

The controlling acquisitions control functions are located on the Ribbon Bar and 
the Acquisition Status pane. To view the Acquisition Status pane, click the launch 
button of the Acquisition Status group.

Some icons change after starting acquisition. In the following list, the original 
function of the these buttons are mentioned in parenthesis:

Start Acquisition Starts sample flow and the data acquisition, but 
data is not be stored. The tube remains unacquired 
after stopping acquisition. 

                   Instrument and acquisition settings (except  
                   the parameter selection) can be changed 
                   during acquisition. Stopping criteria is not 
                   checked during acquisition.

Record Starts both acquisition and data storage.  
If acquisition is already in progress, Record starts 
storing events. 
Stopping criteria is checked during recording.

Stop Acquisition  
(Start Acquisition) 

Stops data collection and sample flow. If record 
was activated, Stop Acquisition saves the data 
collected until the time Stop Acquisition was used.

7.3  Controlling Acquisitions
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Pause Record (Record) Pauses data storage, but sample flow and data 
acquisition continue.

                 Pausing the recording does not pause the  
                 stopping time counter. If a stopping time 
condition is set and the time is reached during 
the pause, the recording stops and is considered 
completed.

Abort Record Stops recording and drops all recently collected 
data. The tube remains unacquired.

Restart Recording Deletes all the recently collected data, and 
restarts the recording or acquisition. All counters 
for the stopping criteria are restarted.

Low flow rate Selects low sample flow rate. Flow rate can be 
changed during acquisition, but not during 
recording.

High flow rate Selects high sample flow rate. Flow rate can 
be changed during acquisition, but not during 
recording.

Reacquire Reacquire temporarily deletes the recorded 
data from the tube and mark it as unacquired. 
Unacquired tubes can be recorded again for new 
data.

                 As a safeguard, if no data is recorded in a tube 
                 after selecting Reacquire, the original data is      
                 returned to the tube if the user switches 
                 another tube.

Recorded tubes are marked in the Analysis tree with a small icon. Instrument or 
acquisition settings cannot be changed for recorded tubes. The corresponding 
icons show the settings used for recording:
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7.3.2 Acquisition Status

The Acquisition Status pane monitors the progress of the acquisition. The following 
information is displayed on the acquisition status:

•	 Overall Progress bar shows the recording process compared to the stopping  
conditions. If both conditions are used, the progress bar displays the  
condition that is reached first.  

•	 Acquisition Time shows the time elapsed since starting acquisition or record.  
When record is in progress, the time is displayed in red. 

•	 Acquired Events show events received since acquisition started. Only events 
satisfying the Acquisition Gate are counted. 

•	 Event Rate shows the current event rate per second.

•	 Stopping Events counts events passing through the Stopping Gate. 

•	 Storage Events show number of events that are stored for the current 
recording.
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All counters are reset when record is started or restarted. 

7.3.3 Instrument Status  

The Instrument Status icon on the Ribbon Bar will check the current status of the 
cytometer. Moving the mouse cursor over the icon displays a tooltip with detailed 
information about the status. A red mark on the icon indicates an error.

For information about the status of the cytometer’s components, check the 
Instrument Status pane. If the pane is not visible, use the launch button in the 
corner of the group containing the Instrument Status icon.
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This pane displays different sensor values from the cytometer. A blue bar signifies 
normal operation, while red means that the sensor value is out of the normal 
operation range.

Red values can be normal while the cytometer is in a warm-up state.

7.3.4 Using Barcode Reader for Tube Identification

Cytometers equipped with a test tube barcode reader unit, can use the barcode 
value as the Tube ID. 

•	 If the Tube ID field is empty during experiment design, the barcode reader can 
be used to scan the tube’s barcode and store it as a Tube ID. 

•	 If the Tube ID field is filled before the acquisition and the Use Barcode Reader 
option is turned on, the barcode read from the tube is checked against the 
Tube ID of the current tube. If there is a mismatch, a warning will notifies the 
user of any ID mismatch.
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7.4  Instrument Diagnostics

Instrument Diagnostics are a useful tool to check if the cytometer is operating 
normally. In case any problem arises, data collected during Instrument Diagnostics 
can help Stratedigm Technical Support identify the problem’s source quickly.

Instrument Diagnostics requires minimal user interaction and diagnostic beads 
provided by Stratedigm.

7.4.1 Starting Instrument Diagnostics

Instrument diagnostics are accessed from the Launcher window.

Instrument Diagnostics cannot be initiated if there is an experiment open.  
Close the current experiment to run Instrument Diagnostics.
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First, specify the Lot number of the diagnostic beads and click Enter.
If the Lot is being used for the first time, a prompt asks the user to locate its Bead 
Information File. Bead Information Files are provided by Stratedigm.

After successfully processing the bead information, clicking Start begins the 
automatic process. Progress bars and sensor monitors provide live information on 
the instrument.

In the middle of Instrument Diagnostics a prompt asks the user to insert a test 
tube with the diagnostic beads. Use the appropriate volume of diagnostic beads 
provided by Stratedigm in a clean test tube.

7.4.2 Instrument Diagnostics Results

Results are displayed after Instrument Diagnostics are completed successfully.

Grey indicators signify normal results, whereas red means there is a problem in the 
device.
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Results are automatically stored in the database.  Clicking Save… saves the results 
into a file, which can be sent to Stratedigm engineers for investigation.

7.4.3 Instrument Diagnostics Result History

The Instrument Diagnostics Result History window contains the entire log of the 
cytometers diagnostic results. Here, changes of different parameters can be seen 
over time.

Using the Display dropdown menu can change the graph to display different 
parameters. Instrument diagnostic runs appear as data points on the Levey-
Jennings  graph.

The Time Interval dropdown menu can scale graphs to a desired length of time.

Clicking a data point opens the results window for the corresponding instrument 
diagnostics run.
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7.5  Instrument Maintenance Functions

The Instrument Maintenance functions are found in the Instrument Maintenance 
tab of the Launcher window or the Instrument tab of the Experiment window. Not 
all the maintenance operations are available when an experiment is open.

Startup

Startup repeats the initialization sequence and rinses the sample line with sheath 
fluid.
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Debubble

A debubble is required when air bubbles stick to the sides of the flow cell or if 
the system has been sitting unused for some time. This mode helps to remove air 
bubbles from both the flow cell and the sheath lines.

A test tube filled with DI water is required for a debubble.

Unclog

Unclog is used to clean the sample line in order to get rid of any sample remnants 
and clear away clogs.

An empty test tube is required for an unclog. 

Clean

Depending on your laboratory protocol, the clean mode can be used to clean the 
flow cell of the cytometer at varying intervals. Clean mode can be a preventative 
and responsive procedure.

A test tube with Stratedigm cleaning solution is required for a clean. 
 
Good practice can be to run Clean at the end of the day as part of the automated 
shutdown; see section Shutting Down Your System.
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Filter Cleaning

Filter clean is used when a new Ultipor 0.2um filter is installed in the system or 
when an existing one has dried out. Filter clean helps to remove the vapor lock 
that can occur when there is air in the filter.

Decontaminate

The decontamination mode is used when the system needs to be completely 
clean and decontaminated. 

A test for whether or not the system needs to be decontaminated is to load a test tube of DI 
water onto the SIT and run the sample. If signals/events are obtained and are similar to the 
sample populations of interest, decontamination is required.

Decontamination is a 3.5 hour long process and requires manual interaction with the 
cytometer.
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7.6  Other Features of S1000 Cytometers
 
7.6.1 Standby and Hibernate

If the cytometer is not used for more than 10 minutes, the system goes into 
Standby mode. In this state a slow and steady flow of the sheath fluid prevents 
clogs in the sample line.

The system can only go to standby when a tube is not present. 

If the cytometer is not used for 20 minutes, the instrument goes to Hibernate 
mode  and turns off all lasers.

To bring the instrument out from Standby or Hibernate, click the Instrument Status 
icon.

7.6.2 Backflush and Auto Backflush

Each time the test tube is removed, the system performs a backflush and cleans 
the sample tube to prevent carry over. During a backflush, the drain is locked for a 
few seconds.

Wait until the backflush is completed before inserting the next tube. Forcing a test tube 
into the locked drain  may damage the test tube and/or the instrument.

If carryover is not important to the experiment, backflush can be turned off in the 
Instrument tab of the Ribbon Bar to speed up data acquisition.
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7.6.3 Fast Stop

Fast Stop option can be used to speed up acquisitions if carry over is not critical.   
During a Fast Stop, pressure within the sample does not equilibrate, resulting in 
sheath backflushing into the test tube. This button can be found in the Instrument 
tab.

Using this option may result some dilution to the sample.

7.6.4 Refill and Auto Refill 

If the configuration is equipped with an external sheath tank, the integrated  
sheath tank can be filled at any time when not acquiring. The Refill button is 
located in the Instrument tab of the Ribbon Bar.

Turning on Automatic Refill initiates the system to automatically begin the refill 
process when it senses that the sheath tank is empty. If the system is equipped 
with an A600 HTAS, the option for automatic refill after each plate is also available.
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8
Working with the A600 Auto Sampler

This chapter focuses on how to work with the A600 High Throughput Auto Sampler. The A600 
provides more options and settings that allow the user to acquire sample from various microtiter 
plates and test tube configurations. The A600 can acquire sample from wells and also prepare 
samples with reagent pipetting and incubation.

This chapter includes:

Operation Principles introduces the A600’s important concepts and features.

Plate Settings describes the settings that handle the entire plate.

Well Settings describes the settings for acquisition and preparation of individual wells.

Incubation and Reagent Adding introduces how to use the A600 for sample preparation.

Controlling Acquisition describes changes and options in acquisition control.

Plate Loader Diagnostics introduces the automatic diagnostic process for the A600.

Maintenance Functions introduces the maintenance functions to ensure the A600’s optimal 
operation. 
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Many plate loader operations are related to the Plate View. Read the Plate View section for 
more details.
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8.1  Operation Principles

Other than the basic sample feeding functionality, the A600 offers numerous 
advanced features described below.

8.1.1 Acquisition Modes

Based on the importance of carryover, the user can balance between throughput 
and carry over between wells.

•	 Normal mode is the default setting appropriate for most cases with low 
carryover.  Enables auto-backflush and uses average wash times. 

•	 High throughput mode increases syringe speed while allowing some possible 
carryover.  Skips auto-backflush and uses fast wash times. 

•	 Low carryover mode takes extra time to minimize carryover between wells.  
Enables auto-backflush, has longer wash times and a slower syringe speed.

The Sterilize mode eliminates cross contamination of samples between wells. See the 
Maintenance functions section for details.

8.1.2 Acquisition Order

The A600 can aspirate up to 6 samples from a plate simultaneously and inject 
them into the system with minimal movement. Depending on the type of plate 
being used, the A600 is able to efficiently aspirate 6 samples from every other well 
or every fourth well.

For example, when using 96-well plates, the following wells can be acquired 
together in the first pass: A1, A3, A5, A7, A9, A11, followed by A2, A4, A6, A8, A10, 
A12 in the second operation.

When using 384-well plates, the following wells can be acquired together in the 
first pass: A1, A5, A9, A13, A17, A21.
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The acquisition order that provides maximum throughput follows this 
arrangement.

There is also an option for automatic sample arrangement, which is useful when 
the user defines wells without specifying its location. CellCapTure offers the 
following choices for automatic sample arrangement:

•	 Horizontal – Sample is taken by row 

•	 Vertical – Sample is taken by column 

•	 Optimal – Sample is taken with as little mechanical motion as possible.

Adding wells by selecting them on the plate will add the selected wells to the experiment 
with the specified position.

Read Plate View for adding wells to the plate.

8.1.3 Sample Preparation

The A600 can also prepare samples. There are three different functions for sample 
preparation:

•	 Reagent adding: add up to two different reagents to the wells from the 
Eppendorf tubes located in the holder next to the plate.
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•	 Incubation: if the plate loader is equipped with a temperature control 
module, it is possible to incubate the plate for a specified time before and 
during acquisition. Incubation temperatures range from 8 to 40° C. 

•	 Mixing: the plate loader can mix the sample at the beginning of incubation 
and/or before acquisition.
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8.2  Plate Settings

The right side of the Plate View is used to specify acquisition and preparation 
settings for plates and wells. Some settings affect the whole plate and others are 
for individual wells.

The following tables list settings for the whole plate:

Plate Acquisition Settings

Acquisition Mode Toggles between normal, high throughput, and 
low carryover acquisition modes.

Single Well Acquisition Aspirates the sample with one probe at a time.  
This minimizes the time the samples are inside the 
probes prior to injection.

Sterilize Sterilizes each probe with the fluid inside the 
optional A600 auxiliary bottle and then rinses 
them with fluid inside the cytometer Auxiliary 
tank to avoid biological cross contamination 
between wells.
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Injection Frequency Sets the minimum wait time between acquiring 
wells. Acquisition of the next well starts after the 
specified time has elapsed since the beginning of 
the previous well’s acquisition.

Plate Preparation Settings

Incubation Time Waits a specified time before starting plate 
acquisition.
 
                Incubation is performed only if Record Plate is 
                  used for acquisition.

Incubation Temperature If the A600 is equipped with a temperature 
control module, this sets the temperature for the 
incubation period.

The incubation temperature is not kept during acquisition. For setting a specified 
temperature that is maintained during all other operations, use the Instrument Status pane. 

Plate and well settings can be saved as a plate template in the Plate Template Library. 
Read Template and Settings Libraries for details.
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8.3  Well Settings

The following tables contain settings for individual well:

Well Acquisition Settings

Absolute Cell Counting Absolute Cell Count mode allows the user 
to perform precise volumetric cell count 
measurements.

Aspiration Volume Sets the sample volume to be used from the well 
for aspiration. It can be between 5 and 400 µL

Over Injection Injects extra sheath fluid into the sample line 
after the full sample volume has been injected to 
minimize carryover between wells and also insure 
the acquisition of the full aspiration volume. 
Can be between 0 and 6 times of the aspiration 
volume.

Injection Speed Choose from High, Medium, Low, and Custom 
injection speeds. Custom speed, can be between 
0.1 and 2 µL/sec.

In Absolute Cell Counting mode, the entire aspiration volume is injected. As a result, 
Stopping Time and Stopping Events conditions cannot be used. There is also a limitation on 
aspiration volume (min. 50 ul) and injection speed (max. 1 ul/sec).

Absolute Cell Counting mode allows the user to define Absolute count statistics for all 
populations in the sample. See Population Statistics for details.

    

Well Preparation Settings

Reagent Volume (A and B) Sets the A600 to automatically add specified vol-
umes from two reagents to the wells before the 
incubation.

Mixing Before Incubation/
Acquisition

Sets the system to perform mixing of the 
sample at the beginning of incubation and at 
the beginning of sample pickup. Mixing modes 
include: None, Low, High, and Custom.
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Mixing Volume, Mixing Time Sets the volume of sample picked up and injected 
back into the well as well as the count this process 
is repeated for.
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8.4  Controlling Acquisition

When using the A600, there are additional controls over how the acquisition is 
performed. The user can acquire/record a single well, a selection of wells, or entire 
plates. 
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8.4.1 Acquisition

The Acquire button allows the user to acquire a single well or a set of selected 
wells. After starting Acquire, data acquisition starts from the first selected well, 
but data is not stored. However, if the entire aspiration volume is injected, 
the acquisition stops automatically. If multiple wells are selected, acquisition 
continues to the next well.

Acquire cannot be used for wells selected for absolute cell counting.

8.4.2 Record Selected Wells

The Record button records the current selection of wells. Acquisition order follow 
the optimal order, regardless of the well arrangement options, unless the Single 
Well Acquisition option was activated. Acquisition is performed in a row-by-row, 
column-by-column order, i.e. A1 to A12 followed by B1 to B12.

8.4.3 Record Plate

Record Plate function records all unacquired wells. It also initiates additional steps 
as shown below:

Incubation

If the configuration contains a temperature control module, incubation is 
maintained for a specified time and temperature. Incubation is started only after 
Record Plate is used.

Continuous Acquisition

For multiplate experiments, checking the Continuous Acquisition option will 
prompt the user to insert the next plate after the current plate is completed.
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If equipped with a barcode reader and if plate IDs are specified, the barcode designation on 
the plate is checked against the Plate ID to prevent loading errors.  

Tasks Performed After acquisition

CellCapTure can automatically finish a day’s work after finishing a plate. 
Checking the Tasks Performed After option prompts the user for the following 
maintenance options:
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8.5  Plate Loader Diagnostics

Similar to the Instrument Diagnostics (see Instrument Diagnostics section), 
the user can perform a test run to check the functionality of the A600. Test runs 
help the user recognize any possible malfunction and are also useful for the 
Stratedigm Technical Support staff to troubleshoot problems remotely.

8.5.1 Starting Plate Loader Diagnostics

Plate Loader Diagnostics are started from the Launcher window in the 
Maintenance tab of the ribbon. The current experiment must be closed to access 
this function.

When starting plate loader diagnostics, the user is prompted to prepare a 96-well 
plate by dropping three drops of diagnostic beads provided by Stratedigm into 
wells A1, A3, A5, A7, A9, and A11.

Pressing Start begins the diagnostic run. Results are displayed in the Plate Loader 
Diagnostics Results window when the process is finished.
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8.5.2 Plate Loader Diagnostics Results

The Plate Loader Diagnostics Results window shows data collected and indicates 
whether each parameter passes or fails.

The results are automatically stored in the database and can be sent to Stratedigm 
for trouble shooting if required.
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8.5.3 Plate Loader Diagnostics History

Results of earlier plate loader diagnostics can be viewed in the Plate Loader 
Diagnostics History window. Here, the user can check the plate loader’s history by 
seeing the event rate of diagnostic beads over time.

The user can also select different time intervals for the graphs. Values in individual 
diagnostic runs appear as data points on the time graph.

Clicking a data point opens the Plate Loader Diagnostics window and summarizes 
all data for the corresponding run.
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8.6  Maintenance Functions

CellCapTure provides a list of maintenance functions to ensure the optimal 
performance of the A600.

Maintenance functions are accessed from the Launcher window on the Instrument 
maintenance tab of the ribbon or on the Instrument tab of the Experiment window.

8.6.1 Initialize Loader

Repeats the plate loader’s initialization process.  

8.6.2 Clean

Depending on laboratory protocol, the clean mode can be used to clean the 
sample lines at varying intervals (daily, weekly, monthly, etc) with cleaning 
solution. The clean mode can be a preventative and/or responsive procedure.  
The clean function requires an additional expansion bottle which can be directly 
purchased and installed by Stratedigm. Please call or visit Stratedigm.com for 
more information.
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8.6.3 Sterilize

Sterilize can be used as a preventive step to decontaminate sample lines and 
probes. When activated, the sample lines are washed with Stratedigm bleach 
solution and rinsed with DI water. The sterilize function requires an additional 
expansion bottle which can be directly purchased and installed by Stratedigm. 
Please call or visit Stratedigm.com for more information.
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9
 Working with the A700 High 

Throughput Hotel
This chapter contains the CellCapTure features related to the A700 High Throughput Hotel (HTH). 
With an A700, the user can acquire large experiments with hundreds or thousands of samples.

Overview section introduces the basics behind using the A700 for automatic acquisition.

Creating Experiments for the A700 HTH section describes how to set up an experiment for an 
A700 based acquisition.

Controlling Acquisition shows what options are available for controlling acquisition when using 
the A700 HTH.
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The A700 (or plate hotel), along with the A600 HTAS, helps the user automate 
large-scale acquisition tasks. The A700 enables the following functionalities:

Hotels and Stacks  

There are two types of plate holders for the A700 HTH: hotels and stacks. Plate 
hotels have eight shelves. Each shelf holds one plate. Stacks can hold up to 40 
plates, depending on the plate type. Both types can be used simultaneously in the 
same experiment.

9.1  Overview
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The A700 can acquire hotels in any order (random access). There is also the option 
to perform bottom-to-top or top-to-bottom acquisition orders. Acquired wells are 
put back in the same place after acquisition. Unlike hotels, stacks only allow top-
to-bottom sequential acquisition.

When using a stack(s), it is necessary to have one empty stack as disposal space for 
acquired plates. Only one empty stack is required for any amount of stacks desired 
by the user. CellCapTure reuses the previously acquired stacks for disposal.

Delidding 

When delidding is enabled, the A700 will remove the plate lids from each plate 
before acquisition and place the lids back on the plate after the acquisition is 
complete.
  

Delidding does not work with stacks.
   

Fully Automated Acquisitions

CellCapTure was designed to allow the user to perform fully automated, 
unattended acquisitions. After designing the experiment and loading the plates 
into the A700 hotel(s) and/or stack(s), the software can perform the following:

•	 Acquires plates in the defined order by moving them between the A600 HTAS  
and the A700 HTH. 

•	 Refills the sheath tank when necessary (auxiliary sheath tank is required). 

•	 Performs maintenance functions once acquisition is finished, such as shutting 
down the cytometer and computer.
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Experiment Design with Plate Hotel is started from the Launcher window.

An A700 based acquisition can contain thousands of wells. Instead of specifying 
samples/wells one at a time, use plate and experiment templates as building 
blocks for designing the A700 experiment. It is suggested to save experiment or 
plate templates before creating an experiment for the A700. See the Creating 
Experiment Template and Saving Plate Templates sections for how to save 
templates.

9.2  Creating Experiments for the A700 HTH
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When designing a plate hotel experiment, perform the following steps:

Slot and Plate Types

First, select the plate type needed for the experiment. It is necessary to determine 
the capacity of stacks, and filter the plate templates library for compatible 
elements.

Next, select the type of plate holder for each slot. Slots can be unused or occupied 
by a hotel or stack. When marked as occupied, placeholders show the available 
plate positions. 

When using stacks, be sure to add an empty stack also for acquired plates.
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Acquisition Order

The user can choose which order the plates should be acquired. Slots can be 
acquired from left-to-right or right-to left (A to H or H to A). Individual hotels can 
have top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top order. Stacks will always be acquired from 
top-to-bottom.

Defining Plate Arrangement

The next step is to specify plate positions. Each plate can have a specified ID 
and plate template containing its well arrangement and settings. Plate template 
assignment is mandatory, but having an ID is optional.

Right-clicking a plate placeholder shows its local menu. Selecting Add Plate 
defines a plate and prompts to specify ID. 

Double-clicking an empty slot adds a new plate.

IDs combined with barcode on the plates can be used to check if the plates put 
into the plate hotel match the plate arrangement in the experiment. 

If equipped with a barcode reader, the IDs can be scanned instead of typing them.

Alternatively, it is possible to drag the appropriate plate template from the plate 
template list onto a plate placeholder to define a new plate.

To assign a template to multiple positions at once, select multiple plate 
placeholders, and drag the plate template to the selection. Use Ctrl or Shift keys 
while clicking to select or deselect multiple positions.
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Plates are rearranged by dragging them to another position. Delete the selected 
plates using the Delete key on the keyboard or by right-clicking the plate and 
selecting Remove Plate from the menu.

Dragging only the plate template name of an added plate to an empty slot adds a new 
plate with the same template. Dragging the plate template name to an existing plate will 
assign the template to the target plate.

The plate arrangement can be saved for future use. See the Saving Experiment Templates 
for details.

Experiment Details

On the Experiment Design’s window second page, the user can fill the similar 
information page to the standard Experiment Design for Acquisition window.
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9.3  Controlling Acquisition

After finishing the experiment design, there is an option to save it for later use, or 
start acquiring immediately. When opening an experiment designed for the A700 
HTH, the following additional options are available for controlling acquisition and 
recording: 

Acquisition and Single Plate Recordings

Standard acquisition controls and options are also applicable to plates stored in 
hotels. This includes partial acquisitions and records. When starting an acquisition 
or recording, the software automatically retrieves the plate from the A700 hotel 
and load it into the A600 HTAS. This feature does not work for plates in stacks.

Automated Recording
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To record the entire experiment (all plates) automatically, check the Continuous 
Acquisition option, choose the first plate, and click the Record Plate button.

Marking the Tasks Performed After check box automatically completes 
maintenance tasks once acquisition has finished:

If the configuration is equipped with an external sheath tank, it is advised to use 
one of the Automatic Refill options for long, unattended acquisitions. They can 
automatically refill the sheath tank after each plate or when the tank runs empty. 
For the Auto Refill options, see section Refill and Auto Refill. 
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10
 Analyzing Your Custom Data

CellCapTure is a full-featured flow cytometry data analysis tool. It can analyze data from any 
instrument or software using Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) format files.

This chapter shows how to import data and create experiments used only for data analysis. The 
difference between analysis and acquisition experiments is the source of the data and the way it is 
created. Analysis experiments do not contain any instrument related settings.

CellCapTure’s analysis features can also be used for cross-experiment analyses for samples acquired 
in different experiments or FCS files. The following section shows how to use data from previous 
experiments and for third-party data analysis.

Supported Formats

CellCapTure supports FCS2.0 and FCS3.0 standard file formats.
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10.1 Creating Analysis Experiments

Experiment design for analysis consists of two steps. First, create the structure of 
the experiment by adding data to the experiment tree as tubes. Each third-party 
data file and/or previously acquired tube or well is added as a virtual tube. Tubes 
can be organized into samples for easier handling.

Second, assign previously saved analysis and presentation layouts to the data in 
tube and sample templates. This step is optional.

It is also possible to create an experiment structure first using saved templates 
and then assign data.
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10.1.1  Adding Data Files First

To create an analysis experiment, specify the data to be analyzed and structure 
of the experiment. Use the Folders and Files tab on the right side to locate FCS 
data files. Drag the desired FCS files to the left side containing the experiment 
structure. By default, the structure contains an unnamed sample. Drag a data file 
onto the sample to add it as a tube. A new empty sample node will be created.  

To add the next data file(s):

•	 Drag the desired file(s) to the tube created from the previous file to replace it 
in the experiment plan. 

•	 Drag the desired file(s) to the first sample’s node to add the file as a second 
tube to the sample. 

•	 Drag the desired file(s) to a new unnamed sample node to create a new 
sample with a tube containing the data file.
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Adding data files from different folders can be done in the same way. Every time 
a data file is dragged to a sample, it is added as a new tube. Dragging it on an 
existing tube replaces it.

Add multiple data files at once by selecting and dragging them in the same fashion.

When using CellCapTure to analyze data from external data files, the data from these files 
is imported and stored in the CellCapTure database and the original data files remain 
unchanged.  

10.1.2  Assigning Analysis to Data Files

You can complete your new experiment with analysis while creating it. This is 
done by assigning saved tube templates or panels to the data files already added 
to the experiment.   

Templates are assigned to tubes the same way as adding data files. Simply drag 
and drop the template to the desired tube. Gating, statistics, and document layout 
are applied to the data once the experiment design is finished.
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The template assigned to the data is shown in the Template column of the 
experiment plan.

Similarly, the user can assign full sample analyses to samples by dragging panel 
templates from the Panel tab to the sample.

Using the Category drop down list to narrow the list of templates makes it easier to find a 
specific template.

10.1.3  Adding Analysis Templates First

First, create the experiment structure by adding templates. Add analysis templates 
to the experiment design the same way as adding data files.

When doing so, the Template column will be filled in the experiment plan, while 
the Data column will be left empty.

Once the experiment structure is complete, the user can drag and drop data files 
onto the tubes in the experiment structure.
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10.1.4  Adding Data from Previous Experiments

The user can easily add data to the analysis experiment from previous 
experiments already existing in CellCapture’s data base by switching to the 
Experiments in Database tab. Narrow the list of experiments by using the filter 
options at the top of the list.

The user can add full experiments to the experiment plan or open the 
experiment’s node by clicking the + sign and adding the desired samples or tubes.
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When adding samples or tubes from an existing experiment, their analysis will be 
assigned by default. However, it is possible to assign a different template to the 
data if desired.

10.1.5  Completing Experiment Design

When all the data and analysis is collected, create the experiment by clicking the 
Save and Open button. The experiment window opens and the experiment is 
ready to be analyzed.
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10.1.6  Additional Functions

Renaming Elements

Rename any elements in the experiment tree on the left side by right-clicking the 
element and selecting Rename.

Deleting Tubes and Samples

Delete a tube or sample with all its tube settings from the template by dragging 
it to the right side, regardless of the tab is shown on the right side. The Remove or 
Remove All buttons can also be used.

Experiment Details

Specify the experiment details for the new experiment on the Experiment Details 
tab in the Experiment Design for Analysis window. These details can contain 
descriptive information about the experiment, such as project references, who is 
responsible, etc.
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It is possible to add more data to the experiment even after its creation. There are 
two ways of adding data to an open experiment.

Adding Data Files with Drag and Drop

The easiest way to expand an open experiment with more data files is by dragging 
the files to the Analysis tree of CellCapTure. Drag the files onto a sample to add 
them as a new tubes. Similarly, drag the files onto the Experiment element to 
them as a new sample.

10.2 Expand Your Analysis Experiment
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Adding Tubes to the Experiment Plan

Use the Add Tubes button to append additional data to the experiment plan. 

After clicking the Add Tubes button a window similar to the Experiment Design for 
Analysis appears. However, the user cannot delete or modify the existing tubes, 
only add new ones.
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10.3 Analyzing Data

When working with an analysis experiment, the same analysis tools are available 
as during and after acquisition. Functions and options for data analysis are 
described in the following chapters:

Working with Plots describes the available tools for data visualization, such as histograms, 
plots, and overlays.

Population Analysis describes tools for defining data sets of interest and performing 
quantitative analysis on them.

Color Compensation introduces the tools for manual or automatic color compensation of 
data.

Working with Documents reviews options to create presentation quality analysis 
documents.
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The Calculation Sheet describes how to use CellCapTure’s integrated Excel-like calculation 
sheet to perform complex calculations on samples.
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11
 Working with Plots

This chapter introduces creation and customization of different plot types in CellCapTure to 
visualize data.

Plot Types introduces the different plots. 
 
Creating Plots shows how to create plot objects. 
 
Plot Display Options describes how to set and modify which data will be displayed on the plot. 
 
Plot Formatting Options describes the general and plot type specific formatting options. 
 
Floating Plots shows how to create temporary plots for quick analysis. 
 
Plot Overlays introduces how to create histogram or plot overlays. 
 
Exporting Plots shows how to copy plots into other software.

 Read the Population Analysis chapter to learn how to define subpopulations by gating.
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The following plot types can be used to display data:

1P Histogram

1-parameter histograms can be displayed either as line plots or area filled 
histograms.

1P histograms, combined with the Population Overlay option, displays subpopulations. 
See the Plot Display Options section for details.

Cumulative Density Plot 

11.1 Plot Types
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A cumulative density plot displays a single parameter distribution as a cumulative 
density curve, which shows the event percentage with lesser or equal value.

Dot Plot

Dot plots display individual events as points determined by two measured 
parameters.

Combine dot plots with the Population Overlay option to display subpopulations. 
See the Plot Display Options section for details.

Density Plot
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Density plots display a two-parameter distribution’s density as colors or shades. 
The plot color shows how dense the events are in a given region. The order of 
magnitude from lowest density to highest density is as follows: Blue, green, red, 
yellow, white.

Contour Plot

Contour plots display the density as topographical maps, separating populations 
of different densities with lines.
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You can use several methods to create plots. The plot tool on the Ribbon Bar 
decides what type of plot will be created. 

To select a plot type, click the corresponding button on the Ribbon Bar. The 
available choices are: (1-parameter) histogram, (2-parameter) plot, histogram 
overlay, and dot plot overlay. To select a subtype, click the title of the button to 
open the list of available subtypes. 

If the plot tool cannot be found in the Home tab of the Ribbon Bar, click an empty area 
within the document to display the plot tool. 

Creating Plot with Double-Click 

Double-clicking on an empty area within the document will create a plot of the 
selected type with a default rectangular size. By default, the new plot will display 
the scatter parameter(s) and All population of the current tube. 

Creating Plot with Drag and Drop 

Dragging a population from the Analysis tree onto an empty area of the document 
creates a plot of the selected type with a default rectangular size. The plot will 
display the scatter parameter(s) of the selected populations. 

11.2  Creating Plots
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Creating Plot by Specifying Size 

After selecting the plot type, draw a rectangle on the document to create a 
plot with the given size. The plot will display the scatter parameter(s) and All 
population of the current tube. 

Duplicating Plots 

To duplicate a plot, select it and press Ctrl+D. The new plot will inherit all display 
and formatting settings of the selected plot.
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11.3  Plot Display Options

This section describes the settings of displayed data.

Several options can be used to specify what data is seen on a plot. These include 
the source population, parameters, scales, zooming, and population overlay.

Plot display options are only available on an active plot, indicated by a bold blue border. 
There are two different plot states each with unique functions. When the plot is first 
selected, it is bordered with a thin dashed line. A selected plot makes the entire object 
editable as a whole, so that it can be moved, resized, or have its background color changed. 
Clicking the plot once more makes it active. An active plot has a bold blue border. This 
state is for modifying the contents of the plot. With an active plot, the user can change 
scales, parameters, and gates. To return from an active state to a selected state, click on the 
document outside the plot.

11.3.1  Plot Parameters 
 
New plots will show the scatter parameters by default. To choose its displayed 
parameters, first make the plot active: click it twice until its border is a bold blue. 
Then click on the axis of interest to change and select the desired parameter from 
the appearing menu. 
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The same method is used to change between 1P and 2P plots; select Histogram or 
Cumulative Density on the vertical axis for 1P histograms or another parameter for 2P 
distributions.

11.3.2  Changing Plot Population

A document plot can display any population of the selected tube. 

Changing Plot Source by Drag and Drop

To specify a new population as the plot source, drag the desired population from 
the Analysis tree onto the plot.
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Plot Source Controls

When making a plot active, the user can set the displayed population with the 
following drop down lists from the Analysis Ribbon Bar tab:

Sample: selects a sample and allows the user to create cross-sample reference 
plots in the experiment;

Tube: selects a sample’s tube as the plot’s population source;

Population: changes the selected tube’s plot source to any defined population.

These options are also available in the context menu by right-clicking on the active plot.

Current Tube Plots

To set a plot to always display the current tube and change contents by switching 
between tubes, select the Current option from the Tube dropdown list.
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Using the Current Tube option causes the Sample dropdown to follow the current tube 
pointer; a “(Current)” notification appears after the current tube sample’s name to make this 
clear. 

Live Plots

Plots are created as Live by default, meaning they are updated in real-time when 
an acquisition or record is performed. However, having numerous live plots may 
result in performance issues, such as slow plot or statistics refresh rates during 
acquisition. If this occurs, consider turning off the Live option for plots used only 
for analysis purposes by using the corresponding button on the Ribbon Bar.

Live plots cannot be used on the Report Document.

11.3.3  Plot Scales
 
There are two different number sets for the scales. The user can see either the 
event values or the channel numbers on the scale. Channel numbers of data 
acquired with CellCapTure display the events on a scale of 0-65,536 while event 
values use a scale of 0-10,000.
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To change the scale type of an axis, click the scale of the active plot and select 
either the Show Channels or Show Values option.

Biexponential Scale

Choosing the biexponential scale to display parameters on the axes can be 
useful during color compensation on data that produces negative values on dim 
populations.
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Changing to the biexponential scale affects all plots within the tube displaying the same 
parameter.

If a gate is defined on a parameter and changed to the biexponential scale, the gate 
position does not follow the shift of events; the user must readjust it manually.

To activate biexponential scale for an axis, click on the desired scale of the 
active plot and choose the Biexponential… option. The following Biexponential 
Parameter Setup dialog is displayed:

Here, the user can turn on or off biexponential scale for the parameter displayed 
on the axis. There is also an option to change the biexponential settings for 
multiple parameters or multiple tubes simultaneously.

11.3.4  Plot Zoom

Plot zoom is available when the user makes a plot active. Zoom into plots using 
the Plot Zoom tool on the Home or Format Ribbon Bar tab. Click the Zoom In tool 
and then draw a rectangle around the area of interest.

The Zoom In tool remains active until the button is clicked again. Otherwise, the 
user can zoom further into the plot. To zoom out, click the Zoom Out tool; this 
zooms out to the whole plot area in one click.
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11.3.5  Plot Labels

The user can customize the plot and axis labels in the Plot Labels dialog. It can be 
opened by clicking the Labels button located in the Home or Format Ribbon Bar 
tab.

Here, the user can choose from the predefined labeling options or use custom 
labels for the plot and axes.

If a custom label is chosen, it is marked with two asterisks.

11.3.6  Population Overlay

Population overlays are used to visualize the plot source’s subpopulations. 
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Click the Population Overlay button on the Home or Format Ribbon Bar to activate 
it. Clicking the button again deactivates the option.  

Population overlay can be applied to 2-parameter dot plots and 1-parameter line 
plots. On line plots, subpopulations are displayed as separate histograms. On dot 
plots, subpopulations are displayed as color coded dots.
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Population Overlay Configuration

Population overlays are customized in the Population Overlay Configuration 
dialogue. It is in the Home or Format Ribbon Bar tab.

Here, the user can select which populations to include/exclude from the 
population overlay.

For 1-parameter population overlay, there is also an option to control the level of 
transparency for each histogram individually.
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There are several options to adjust the plot’s appearance. Plot formatting options 
are located in the Format Ribbon Bar tab. They are separated into two groups: 
General and Text.

11.4.1  General Formatting Options

General formatting settings are available for most items on the document. These 
setting are available if the plot is selected and is not active, similar to ordinary 
document elements.

Since most of these settings are self-explanatory, only a few are described below.

Foreground, Background, and Text Color

Foreground and background colors are used for displaying plot data. Text color is 
used for drawing plot scales, labels, etc.

No Background Option

As the name implies, the No Background option removes a plot’s background, 
allowing objects behind to show through. To turn off a plot’s background filling, 
open the background color palette using the small triangle and then click the No 
background check box.

11.4  Plot Formatting Options
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Clone Style

The Clone Style icon copies all the formatting settings from one plot to another; 
select the plot to copy from, click the Clone Style button, and then click the target 
plot. The plot’s formatting and display settings are copied, including the plot type.

To copy the format to several plots, use the Clone Style button again for each additional 
plot.

11.4.2  Plot Specific Formatting Options
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Common Formatting Options

Labels Customizes the plot labels. See the 
Labels section for details.

Region Fill Toggles gates to be displayed with 
outlined or filled areas.

Dot Plot

Population 
Overlay

Colors data points according to the 
colors of the subpopulation. See 
Population Overlay section for more 
details.

Displayed 
Events

Controls how many data points should 
be displayed on the plot based on the 
percentage of the parent population.

Density Plot

Resolution Controls the density plot resolution 
by adjusting the frequency histogram 
resolution behind it. 

Peak Settings Either assigns the color palette’s 
highest value automatically to the 
histogram’s highest value or to a user 
specified event number value.

Smoothing Applies smoothing to the frequency 
histogram data before display. 
Smoothing does not affect data and 
statistical calculations.

These options are accessible on the Format Ribbon Bar tab only if the plot is active. 
Below are the common and plot specific formatting options:
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Fine Display Smooths out rectangular artifacts 
created by the histogram’s resolution.

Palette Chooses different color palettes for 
the plot. By default, it is colored with 
shades from the background color 
(zero events) to foreground color (peak 
value). Palettes can be used for better 
visualization, i.e. pseudo heat maps.

Contour Plot

Resolution Controls the contour plot’s resolution 
by adjusting the frequency histogram 
resolution behind it.

Level Settings Chooses what levels to display on the 
plot.

The Linear option calculates levels to 
include the same percent of events 
between levels.

The Logarithmic option calculates 
levels as a specified percent of the 
previous level.

Peak Settings Either assigns the map’s highest point 
automatically to the histogram’s 
highest value or cuts it at a specific 
event number value.

Smoothing Applies smoothing to the frequency 
histogram data before display, 
decreasing artifacts caused by 
irregularities in the event data 
distribution. Smoothing does not 
affect data and statistical calculations.

Show Outliers Marks the plot’s area that is covered by 
data but not covered by any contour 
lines.
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Palette Chooses different color palettes for the 
plot. By default it uses only foreground 
colors for the contour lines. Palettes 
can be used for better visualization, i.e. 
pseudo heat maps.

Area Fill Fills the areas of contour lines with 
color for better visualization.

Contour plot calculations require significant hardware resources. During acquisition, 
contour plots are replaced with density plots with special coloring. When acquisition is 
finished, the contour plots are calculated and displayed according to the settings.

1P Histogram

Population 
Overlay

Displays subpopulations as separate 
histograms. See Population Overlay 
section for more details.

Resolution Controls the histogram resolution by 
adjusting the frequency histogram 
resolution behind it.

Peak Settings Either adjusts the event number 
scale automatically to the histogram’s 
highest value or to a user specified 
event number value.

Smoothing Applies smoothing to the frequency 
histogram data before display, 
decreasing artifacts caused by 
irregularities in the event data 
distribution. Smoothing does not 
affect data and statistical calculations.

Area Fill Chooses filling for the histogram’s area.
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Cumulative Density Plot

Resolution Controls the cumulative density plot 
resolution by adjusting the frequency 
histogram resolution behind it.

Smoothing Applies smoothing to the frequency 
histogram data before display, 
decreasing artifacts caused by 
irregularities in the event data 
distribution. The smoothing does not 
affect data and statistical calculations.

Area Fill Chooses filling for the cumulative 
density plot’s area.
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11.5  Floating Plots

Floating plots are used to create a plot for temporary reasons, such as defining a 
gate or checking the gating effect. These plots appear in their own window and 
do not occupy space on a document.

To create a floating plot, double-click a population in the Analysis tree.

Floating plots are not saved with the experiment.

To close a floating plot, click the X on the upper right hand corner of its window. 
Gates defined on the plot are not affected by closing the floating plot. 
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Adding Floating Plot to a Document

To add the floating plots to the document, move the mouse pointer over the 
plot’s window headline and hover for a second. A small menu appears where the 
plot’s target can be selected. The icons represent the Tube Document, the Sample 
Document and the Report Document.
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11.6  Plot Overlays

Plot overlays are used to compare two or more distributions by displaying them 
on the same object.
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11.6.1  Creating Plot Overlays

Depending on the application, the user can choose Histogram or Dot Plot Overlays 
with their corresponding buttons. Select the Histogram Overlay or Dot Plot Overlay 
button on the Analysis Ribbon Bar tab and draw a rectangle on the document. An 
empty overlay box is created.  

Adding Layers

To add histograms (dot plots) to the existing box, drag the desired plot onto the 
overlay box. The plot is added to the box as a new layer.

Only histograms can be added to a histogram overlay and dot plots to a dot plot overlay 
box.
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To add new layers without creating plots, drag a population from the Analysis 
tree onto the overlay box. A prompt asks the user to choose the parameter(s) to 
create the histogram from the selected population. When finished, the histogram 
is added to the overlay box. 

This functionality is also similar for dot plot overlays.

Scales

A common scale is used when all layers have similar scales. However, if the layers differ in 
scales type or scale range, the plot overlay cannot display a scale next to the plots. 

If the axis labels are identical, the label is displayed on the plot overlay. 
If the labels differ, the axis labels of individual layers only display in the legend.

11.6.2  Formatting Plot Overlays

The same options for formatting simple plots can be applied to histogram/dot 
plot overlays; however, some options are specific to individual layers.

 

First make an overlay box active, then select which layer to change settings using 
the Active Layer dropdown list. If All Layers is selected, then all layers will be 
affected by the changes.
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Overlay Settings
 
Use the Overlay Settings dialog to modify display options for the 
active plot overlay.

This window allows the user to:

•	 change the layer order;
•	 delete selected layer(s);
•	 specify the layer information displayed in the legend individually;
•	 specify the layer’s axis labels if the axis labels are displayed in the legend only.

If the axis parameters are identical, the Labels button formats the axis label for the whole 
plot overlay. 

Legend

The Show Legend button turns the legend text on or off next to the 
plot overlay.
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11.7  Exporting Plots

Copy Plot to Clipboard

To copy plots among documents, access the Copy – Paste functions by right- 
clicking the selected, but not active, plot.

There is also an option to transfer the plot image to external programs called 
Copy to Clipboard as Picture. This allows the user to paste the plot image into any 
application that accepts pictures.

Save As Picture

To save the plot as picture, right-click the selected, but not active, plot and choose 
Save As Picture… Pictures are saved in JPEG or BMP format.
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12
 Population Analysis

This chapter introduces the tools used to analyze acquired data. It focuses on defining data 
set subpopulations and calculating their statistics. This chapter shows how to define or use 
populations, statistics, and other related tools.

Defining Populations shows how to define populations by gating.

Special Populations introduces special gating tools such as quadrants and “Rest Of” populations.

Defining Population Statistics  shows how to define population statistics in the Analysis tree.

Further Options to Use Statistics shows how the software can manipulate statistics.

Calculated Parameters shows how to use expressions that create new parameters from acquired 
ones, i.e. ratios or scale transformations.

Copying Analysis for Other Tubes shows how to quickly apply analysis to multiple tubes/data 
files.
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In CellCapTure, populations are defined by drawing regions on the plot(s). Every 
region is treated as a gate and automatically defines a population. The defined 
populations are shown in the Analysis tree.

Drawing a region on a plot displaying a subpopulation creates a new child 
population. This allows the user to create a hierarchy of subpopulations by 
defining regions on gated plots.

12.1.1  Gate Types

Below are several region types in CellCapTure used to define gates:

Polygon/Freehand Gates

Polygon/freehand gates are bounded by straight lines or freely defined curves, 
respectively.  They are best used to adapt to the shape of a subpopulation’s 
distribution. CellCapTure handles polygon and freehand gates as one type.

12.1  Defining Populations
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Interval Gates

Interval gates can be defined on 1-parameter plots. They contain events falling 
into the parameter’s specified range.

Rectangle Gates

Rectangle gates can be defined on 2-parameter plots. They contain events that fall 
into the specified ranges of both parameters.
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Elliptic Gates

Elliptic gates can generally fit the population’s natural distribution better than 
other gate types.

12.1.2  Creating a New Gate

Gates define a subpopulation on a plot and are created on active plots.  
Gates are created after clicking on an empty region of an active plot. Conversely, 
clicking an existing region selects it.

If the plot is inactive, click once or twice, until its border changes to a thick blue line.
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Defining a Region

The Add Region button, found in the Acquisition or Analysis Ribbon Bar tabs on the 
Ribbon Bar, is used to select the type of the gate to be created.

Press the ESC key or right-click at any time to cancel the gate drawing.

Defining a region depends on the selected region type.

To define an interval gate, press and hold the left mouse button at the beginning 
of the range, draw a line to the end, and then release.

To define a rectangle gate, press and hold the left mouse button at a corner of 
the desired rectangle, move the mouse to the opposite corner, and then release.

To define an elliptic gate, press and hold the left mouse button, draw a line 
defining the major axis, release the mouse button, move the mouse to specify the 
minor axis, then left-click.

When starting a polygon/freehand gate, either use mouse clicks to define the 
corners of the gate or hold down the left mouse button to freely draw a curve 
around the subpopulation, respectively. The gate drawing is finished once the user 
clicks or releases the left mouse button near the starting point for polygon and 
freehand gates, respectively. Double-clicking can also close the gate by drawing a 
straight line from the current position to the starting point.
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Defining the Population

After defining a region, the Define Population dialog is displayed. Here, the user 
can provide the gated population’s name and a color in the Analysis tree or 
Population Overlays.

Frequently used population names can be stored and selected from the dropdown list in 
the Name field. To store the current name, check the Add to the list option.

12.1.3  Deleting Gates

To delete a region and its population from the plot/Analysis tree, right-click the 
region and choose Delete from the menu. It deletes both the region and the 
population defined by the gate.

The same delete function can also be performed by right-clicking the population 
name in the Analysis tree. The Delete from all option deletes all populations with 
the selected name from all tubes. 
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12.1.4  Resizing/Moving Gates

A region’s corresponding population and statistics are automatically updated if a region is 
moved or resized.

To move or resize a region, first click inside of the desired gate’s region. When 
selected, the region’s borders are marked with a dashed line and the gate handle 
points are marked by small squares. 
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To move the gate, left-click and hold within the dashed region and drag to the 
desired position.  Release the left mouse button when finished.

The method for reshaping a region depends on the region’s type.

For interval gates, resize the region’s edges by dragging the vertical lines at any 
point. Drag the horizontal bar to change the height of the region. 

The position of the horizontal bar is only for visualization and has no effect on the gated 
events or statistics.
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For rectangular gates resize the region’s boundaries by dragging its corners.

To modify elliptical gates, drag its axes to change their lengths. Similarly, elliptical 
gates can be rotated using the small circle handle points. 

Polygon/freehand gates are resized by dragging the handle points of the 
bounding rectangle. Dragging the small circle handle points will rotate the region. 
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The corners of a polygon gate can also be moved one at a time. To do this, click the region 
again and the corners will be marked with black square handles. Drag the corresponding 
handle to modify the selected region’s corner.

12.1.5  Changing Population Hierarchy

By default, every gate defined will specify a source’s subpopulation in the plot 
being drawn. To change the subpopulation hierarchy, drag the population in the 
Analysis tree onto its new parent population.

This only works when dragging the population to another population of the same tube. 
Moving a population to another tube will copy the population with its complete definition.

12.1.6  Showing the Definition of a Population

To find out which plot a population’s gate belongs to, hover the cursor over 
a population in the Analysis tree for one second and a tooltip displays the 
parameter(s).

Deleting a plot does not delete the regions nor the populations defined on it. 
To view the regions again, open a floating plot window by right-clicking the 
population in the Analysis tree and selecting Display Parent Population.
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In addition to using regions, populations can also be defined using quadrants and 
“rest of” population.

12.2.1  Quadrants

Quadrants can be defined on 2-parameter plots. They divide the parent 
population into four subpopulations by a horizontal and vertical line.

Creating Quadrants

To define a quadrant, select the Quadrant tool from the Ribbon Bar while the 
2-parameter plot is active. Then click on the desired point to place the quadrants’ 
center. The four quadrants’ subpopulations are automatically defined and named. 
In addition, the quadrants’ Percent of Parent statistics are automatically calculated 
and displayed in the plot’s corners.

Moving Quadrants

Dragging the intersection point around the plot to move the quadrants. When 
released, the quadrant populations and percentages update.

Deleting Quadrants

Right-click the intersection point and select Delete to remove the quadrants. 
All four quadrants are deleted together.

12.2.2   “Rest of” Populations

Adding a “Rest of” population will contain all events that do not belong to any of 
its child population.

To define a “Rest of” population, right-click the population in the Analysis tree and 
select Add “Rest of” population. The new population appears in the Analysis tree.

12.2  Special Populations
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“Rest of” populations are ineffective if there are defined quadrants on the same plot.  
Quadrants, by definition, contain all events of the parent population; therefore, the “Rest of” 
population will contain no events.
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12.3  Population Statistics

Statistics can be applied to several objects in the software, such as tube, sample 
and report documents, or calculation sheets. In most cases, population statistics 
are defined in the Analysis tree. The Analysis tree also has several options to copy 
or display statistics to other locations.

Channel and Value Based Statistics

Channel based and value based statistics can be used throughout CellCapTure. 
Channel based statistics are calculated from the raw data’s channel numbers that 
come from the cytometer’s detectors. Value based statistics are calculated from 
the values assigned to the channels.

The biggest difference between the two is at the logarithmic parameters. 
In Stratedigm cytometers, the event channels ranges from 0 to 65535; whereas, 
the event values ranges from 1 to 10,000. 
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12.3.1  Adding Population Statistics

To add population statistics to the Analysis tree, right-click a population and 
choose Add Population Statistics. The Add Population Statistics window will open.

While in the new window, select the desired statistics to add, and select the 
applied parameter. Some statistics, such as event count and percent total of 
events, do not require a parameter. The following table contains the type of 
statistics possible for populations:
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Event# Number of events in the population

% of Parent Percent of events in the population compared to the 
parent population’s event number 

% of Total Percent of events in the population compared to the 
tube’s total event number

Absolute count The population’s absolute volumetric count

This statistic is acquired when using the A600 High 
Throughput Auto Sampler with Absolute Cell Count 
enabled.

Mode The given parameter’s most frequent value in the 
population

Median The given parameter’s center value

Mean Average of the event values in the population

GMean Geometric mean of the event values in the population

HMean Harmonic mean of the event values in the population

SD Standard deviation of the event values in the population

CV Coefficient of variation (or relative deviation) of event 
values in the population

Robust SD Artificial measurement of deviation calculated from the 
first and third quartile of the event value distribution. 

Its expected value is the same as the SD, but it is much 
less sensitive for extreme values accidentally included 
into the population

Robust CV A CV-like measurement of variation calculated from the 
Robust SD and median

Skewness Measurement of asymmetry in the distribution of event 
values in the population

Kurtosis A compactness measurement of the event value’s 
distribution in the population
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After selecting the population and parameter, click Add to insert the statistics into 
the Analysis tree. The statistics appear just below the population.

This method allows the user to add several statistics in a row. It is also possible to select 
another population while this window is open and add statistics to different populations.
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12.3.2  Copying Statistics between Populations

If there are defined statistics for a population, the user can easily use CellCapTure 
to calculate the same statistics for other populations.

To add the same statistics to another population, drag the statistics onto another 
population in the Analysis tree. The statistics are added under that population.

Dragging the statistics onto another tube’s node in the Analysis tree copies the statistics 
and its parent population. 

To apply the statistics to the All population of another tube, hold down the ALT key during 
the drag and drop.

12.3.3  Deleting Population Statistics

There are two ways to delete population statistics from the Analysis tree. The user 
can right-click the statistics in the Analysis tree and choose Delete. 

Copied statistics in other places (see the next section) are not deleted.

To delete the same statistic(s) from all tubes at once, right click the statistic(s) and 
select Delete All.

This only deletes the same statistics of the same populations. For example, if a % of Total 
statistic of a population of Lymphocytes gets deleted, the % of Total statistic are deleted 
only from the parent population. They are kept for all other populations.
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12.4  Statistics on the Documents

There are several ways to use the population statistics. They can be placed on the 
Tube, Sample, and Report documents in various formats; and can also be used in 
the Calculation Sheet.

12.4.1  Statistics Boxes on Analysis Documents

The simplest way to display statistics on a document is through a Statistics Box. A 
Statistics Box can contain any statistics that were previously added to the Analysis 
tree.

Creating New Statistics Box

To create a new Statistics Box with a single set of statistics, drag the statistics from 
the Analysis tree onto an empty part of the document. The new Statistics Box 
contains those statistics with an automatically generated label.

Another way to create a Statistics Box is by dragging a population or tube to 
the document while holding the Alt key. This copies all the statistics defined for 
that tube into one Statistics Box. An options box allows the user to choose which 
statistics should be in the Statistics Box.
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Adding Statistics to an Existing Statistics Box

To add another set of statistics to an existing Statistics Box, drag the statistics from 
the Analysis tree onto the Statistics Box.

The Statistics Box does not automatically resize. If the box is full, the user may not see the 
newly added statistics. Increase the box’s height to see the newly added statistics.

Removing elements from a Statistics Box
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To remove elements from a Statistics Box, double-click it. A dialog box appears 
with the current elements of the Statistics Box. Here, the user can select one or 
more elements and remove them with the Remove button.

Formatting Statistics Boxes

Use the general formatting tools to format the statistics boxes, character 
formatting, transparency, and object ordering.

The user can also add a custom header text to the Statistics Box. Once the 
Statistics Box is selected, use the Edit Stat. Header button on the Ribbon Bar. 
This allows the user to specify a custom title for the box.

12.4.2  Histogram Statistics Boxes

Histogram Statistics Boxes display statistics about a plot’s population and 
subpopulations. The user can customize its content and include statistics for the 
horizontal and vertical parameters in a structured format.
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Creating Histogram Statistics Box

Histogram Statistics Box can be used for histograms and 2-dimensional plots.

To create a Histogram Statistics Box, first select a plot, then click the Histogram 
Statistics button located in the Home, Acquisition, or Analysis Ribbon Bar tab.

The Histogram Statistics Box appears next to the plot. The plot and the statistics 
box can be moved or resized independently. When either the plot or the Statistics 
Box is selected, a blue connector line indicates to which plot the statistics box 
belongs. 

Selecting Statistics for the Histogram Statistics Box

To customize the content of the Histogram Statistics Box, select the statistics box, 
and then use the Edit Statistics Columns button.
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On this window, the user can select which statistics are calculated for each axis.

The user can choose either channel based or value based statistics. See the Channel and 
Value based Statistics section for details.

Editing the Header of a Histogram Statistics Box

To change the statistics box’s header, select the statistics box, then use the Edit 
Statistics Header button.
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This window allows the user to specify what additional information should appear 
in the statistics box. Other than the predefined options the user can select up to 
three custom keywords specified for the tubes/wells in the Tube Saving Option.

Parametric Statistics Box

The Parametric Statistics Box is a special statistics box that is similar to the 
Histogram Statistics Box, but can be defined without a plot. 
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Its button is available in the Insert group on the Home Ribbon Bar tab. After 
clicking the parametric statistics button, select the desired population in the 
Analysis tree, and then draw a rectangle on the document. A prompt asks for the 
parameter(s) to be displayed. Afterwards, the Parametric Statistics Box can be used 
and customized similarly to the Histogram Statistics Box.

12.4.3  Population Trees

It is possible to display the tube’s population hierarchy with the basic population 
statistics on the document.

Creating a Population Tree Box

To create a Population Tree box, first select the Population Tree button from the 
Home, Acquisition, or Analysis Ribbon Bar tab.

Then draw a rectangle on the document or drag a tube from the Analysis tree onto 
an empty area in the document.
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Changing the Source of the Population Tree Box

There are two ways to change the tube of the Population Tree Box.

One way is to drag a tube or population from the Analysis tree to change the tube 
the box is showing.

Another way is to select a Population Tree Box and use the Population Tree panel 
on the Ribbon Bar to specify the tube source.

Putting the Population Tree Box on the Sample or Sample Document allows the user to set 
the source to Current. Doing so always shows the currently selected tube’s populations in 
the Analysis tree. 

Editing the Header of a Population Tree Box

The header of the Population Tree Box can be customized using the Edit Stat. 
Header button. Here, the user can choose different standard information to be 
displayed in the box’s header and can also specify up to three custom keywords 
defined in the Experiment Design or Saving Options pane.
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The Calculation sheet is intended to perform advanced calculations from the 
analysis. It is ideal for utilizing statistics from the populations.

Manually entering expressions add statistical analysis to the Calculation sheet. 
Statistics can also be copied from the Analysis tree.

12.5.1  Dropping Statistics to the Calculation Sheet

To add statistics to the Calculation Sheet, drag them from the Analysis tree to 
the desired cell on the Calculation sheet. Afterwards, the appropriate expression 
appears in the desired cell of the Calculation Sheet.

Dropping Statistics with Description

To drag and drop the statistics with its description, hold down the Alt key while 
dropping the statistics on the Calculation sheet. The description is added to the 
target cell and the statistics’ expression is added to the cell below.
To place the statistics next to the description, instead of below it, hold down both 
the Shift and Alt keys while dropping the statistics on the Calculation sheet.

12.5  Statistics on the Calculation Sheet
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12.5.2  Population Statistics functions on Calculation Sheet

There are several functions built into the Calculation sheet used to calculate 
population statistics. The following is a list of these functions:

POPEVENTNUM(<sample>, <tube>, <population>) Event count

POPPERCENTPARENT(<sample>, <tube>, 
<population>)

Percent of parent’s 
event count

POPPERCENTTOTAL(<sample>, <tube>, 
<population>)

Percent total event 
count

POPABSOLUTECOUNT(<sample>, <tube>, 
<population>)

Absolute volumetric 
count

POPMODE(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Mode

POPMEDIAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Median

POPMEAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Mean

POPGMEAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Geometric mean

POPHMEAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Harmonic mean

POPSD(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Standard deviation

POPCV(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Coefficient of variation

POPRSD(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Robust SD

POPRCV(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Robust CV

POPSKEWNESS(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Skewness

POPKURTOSIS(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Kurtosis

For more details on the Calculation sheet, see The Calculation Sheet chapter.
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Creating a calculated parameter uses existing parameters to calculate new 
parameters for each event.  With calculated parameters, the user can calculate 
values such as the ratio between two parameters or a parameter conversion to a 
different scale.

New parameters appear in the list of acquired parameters and can be used the 
same way as original parameters.

12.6.1  Starting Calculated Parameter Wizard

To add a calculated parameter, start the Calculated Parameter Wizard by right- 
clicking a tube in the Analysis tree and choosing Add Calculated Parameter…. 
The wizard displays steps for creating the new parameter.

12.6  Calculated Parameters
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The expression type is chosen on the first page. Alternatively, an expression can 
be manually inputted and saved for future use.

12.6.2  Defining Expression for Calculated Parameter

The next window is used to further define the expression and scale settings.

The Expression is entered in the upper left field. An expression can combine 
parameter values, channel numbers, basic numeric functions, operators, and 
constants.

Inserting Parameter References

To insert the value of the parameter, enter the parameter’s name in curly 
braces (i.e. {FITC LinH}). To refer to the parameter’s channel number, insert the 
parameter name in square brackets (ie: [FITC LinH]). The right side contains a list 
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of parameters that can be inserted into the expression. Click an item in the list to 
insert it.

If the cursor in the expression field is inside a parameter reference, the new parameter will 
replaces it in the expression, as opposed to inserting a new one.

Syntax of the Expression

The four basic operators and the ^ sign (to indicate exponents) can be used in an 
expression. In addition, the following functions can be entered in an expression:

LN(x)Natural logarithm

LG(x)10 based logarithm

SQR(x)Square

SQRT(x)Square root

SIN(x)Sine

COS(x)Cosine

TN(x)Tangent

If a mistake was made in entering an expression, the error is marked with red in 
the expression field.
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12.6.3  Defining Scale for Calculated Parameter

After entering an expression, the parameter’s distribution automatically displays 
as a histogram. The next step is to adjust the parameter’s scale to display data 
appropriately.

Either a linear or logarithmic scale can be chosen for the new parameter. With 
linear scaling, the user can freely set the bottom and top of the scale. With 
logarithmic scaling, the user can set the scale’s offset as a power of 10 and the 
dynamic range as a number of decades. 
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12.6.4  Defining Storage Settings for Calculated Parameter

The last step is to define a calculated parameter by specifying its name and 
resolution used when exporting into FCS format.

Calculated parameters are not stored in CellCapTure, but are calculated after opening an 
experiment.

Expression and other settings can be saved for later use. Saved expressions can be 
reused in the Calculated Parameters Wizard by selecting Custom Expression on the 
first window.
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CellCapTure makes it easy to repeat the same analysis on several data sets. The 
main tool for this is the Analysis tree and the Analysis Tools on the Ribbon Bar.

12.7.1  Copying Complete Analysis

 

To copy a full analysis drag the analysis icon to another tube, sample, or 
experiment. This copies all populations, statistics, and calculated parameters to 
the target tube(s). When dropped onto a sample, the analysis copies to tubes only 
in the sample. When dropped onto the experiment element, the analysis copies to 
all tubes.

Copying the analysis does not copy the tube document layout. To copy the document 
layout, drag and drop the document icon.  

12.7.2  Using Drag and Drop to Copy Analysis Elements

Drag any element in the Analysis tree and drop it onto another element to copy its 
properties. Almost every analysis elements can be copied in this manner.  

If the selected element is dependent of another, i.e. subpopulation or population statistics, 
the parent element(s) also copy.  When the selected element is dropped onto another tube, 
a prompt asks how the copy operation should be performed. 

12.7  Applying Analysis to Other Tubes
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Settings for Copying Related Elements

Statistics too If copying a population, its statistics can follow.

Subpopulation too If the selected population contains subpopulations, the 
whole population tree can follow

Overwrite when 
conflicting

If any of the copied elements already exists in the target 
tube, they can be overwritten.

To remove the dialog, check the Only show this dialog when the Shift key is pressed button.  
In this case, the last settings will be used at every similar operation unless the Shift key is 
pressed.

12.7.3  Using Analysis Buttons for Multiple Copy

CellCapTure also provides a list of buttons on the Home and Analysis Ribbon Bar 
tab to quickly copy the analysis, document, or other settings to other elements.

All Tubes Button

This button copies the settings to all tubes in the experiment. When used, a 
prompt asks for the settings needed to copy.
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Similar Tubes Button

This button copies the selected options to tubes in other samples that have the 
same name as the selected tube.

Tubes in Sample Button

This button copies the selected settings to all other tubes only in the current 
sample.

Delete All Button

This button, while in the same group on the Ribbon Bar, differs from the other 
three above. It can delete individual elements and dependent elements from all 
tubes in the experiment.
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13
 Color Compensation

CellCapTure provides advanced functions for performing color compensation of data during 
analysis, before acquisition, or after acquisition. Color compensation can be set manually or 
automatically.

Overview introduces the general concept and terminology of color compensation.

Compensation During Acquisition shows how to set compensation during acquisition.

Post Color Compensation presents options for compensating data during analysis.

Compensation Calibration introduces how to automatically calibrate compensation settings by 
acquiring a control sample.

Auto Compensation Calculation describes how to automatically calculate the entire color 
compensation using control samples acquired or imported.
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13.1  Overview

13.1.1  Compensation Principles

Color compensation is necessary on acquired signals because the light emitted by 
different stains introduce signal in unintended detectors with similar color filters. 
The common method for compensation for this systematic measurement error is 
known as crosstalk or spectral overlap compensation.

Since the false signal is proportional to the real or intentional signal, the crosstalk 
does not depend on the type of parameter collected from the detector. Instead, 
the crosstalk factor is determined by hardware components and the stains used. 

CellCapTure provides compensation between detectors rather than between 
parameters; reducing the number of crosstalk factors needed for compensation.

The compensation matrices display the correction factors for the measured signal.

To perform the compensation correctly, use the same type of parameter from each 
detector. Data files coming from other cytometers may not comply with this principle. 
In this case, the missing parameter is replaced with the most similar parameter from the 
same detector for compensation. 

Compensation During Acquisition vs. During Analysis

In Stratedigm instrumentation, the compensation is separated from the signal 
processing system. Compensated data can be viewed during acquisition, but since 
it is calculated in the controlling software, the user can modify the compensation 
later or during analysis. 
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All data is stored uncompensated with the applied compensation settings in a separate file.

Overlap Matrix vs. Post Compensation Matrix

Compensation settings appear at two points in the workflow.

When setting up the color compensation during or before acquisition, it 
becomes a part of the instrument settings. When loading, saving, or copying 
instrument settings, the color compensation settings also follow. At this point, the 
compensation settings are called the overlap matrix. The overlap matrix is used 
when acquiring or recording data from the cytometer. The overlap matrix can 
be accessed either from the Instrument Setting Pane, with the Overlap Matrix 
button or from the Instrument tab of the Ribbon Bar.

Post compensation occurs when applying color compensation to preexisting or 
imported data. Post compensation is independent from the instrument settings 
and is only applied to the analysis. It can be set the same way as an overlap matrix.

When finished with acquisition, the overlap matrix is copied to the post compensation.

Global vs. Local Settings

Since tubes can have local and global instrument settings, the overlap matrix can 
also be local or global. If compensation settings are changed during acquisition of 
a tube using global settings, it also affects any non-acquired tubes that use global 
settings.

However, during post compensation, all tubes have their own compensation 
settings. This means that changing the compensation of a tube does not affect 
others. If needed, there are options to copy compensation to other tubes in the 
experiment. See the Copying Your Compensation Settings section for details.
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13.2  Compensation during Acquisition

When acquiring, the Color Compensation panel in the Instrument tab of the Ribbon 
Bar contains tools for compensation.

13.2.1  Editing the Overlap Matrix

Open the Overlap Matrix window by clicking the Overlap Matrix button of the 
Ribbon Bar or the Instrument Settings pane. 

The overlap matrix contains only compensatable detectors and diagonal elements 
are always disabled. Only the selected/acquired detectors’ rows and columns are 
enabled for editing.

Crosstalk values can be changed at any time. When changing it during acquisition, 
the value entered is automatically applied to the data coming in after the change, 
but not for data collected before. This way the user can see the effect of the 
change against previous data.
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Similar to other instrument settings, compensation cannot be changed during recording.

13.2.2  Compensation Sliders

A more convenient way to set the crosstalk values is by using the compensation 
sliders. When displaying a 2-parameter plot, preferably a dot plot for two 
parameters of different compensable detectors, two sliders appear on the top and 
right side of the plot.

If the sliders are not visible, turn on the feature with the Show Sliders button in the Color 
Compensation panel. 

When the plot is active, the user can move the slider handle and change the 
corresponding crosstalk factor. The slider on the right represents the correction 
factor from the horizontal parameter to the vertical parameter. The slider on the 
top represents the correction factor from vertical parameter to the horizontal 
parameter. A movement on a handle results in a movement of the data in the 
same direction. However, the movement’s magnitude depends on the data.
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13.2.3  Copying Your Compensation Settings

Saving a Matrix

There is a library for compensation settings in CellCapTure where the user can save 
or load compensation setups.

To save the current Overlap Matrix, use the Save button on the Instrument tab of 
the Ribbon Bar. The user can save it for every user or just for personal use.

It is also possible to export and share files from the library among other CellCapTures 
installations.

Loading a Matrix

Use the Load button in the Instrument tab to load compensation settings from the 
library. 

Copying Overlap Matrix between Tubes

To copy the overlap matrix between tubes, copy over the current tube’s 
instrument settings. If the current tube is using global instrument settings, any 
changes to its compensation settings automatically applies for all other tubes 
using global settings.

However, after recording a tube, its compensation settings is copied to the post 
compensation matrix. A post compensation matrix can be copied alone and even set as 
the overlap matrix of a non-acquired tube.
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13.2.4  Automatically Calculating the Compensation

There are two options in CellCapTure for automatically calculating the 
compensation settings:

Compensation Calibration can automatically measure a control sample 
containing control beads and calculate the necessary compensation matrix.

Auto Compensation Calculation uses previously acquired control samples to 
calculate the compensation from control populations defined by the user.

These function are discussed in details later in this chapter.
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13.3  Post Color Compensation

Post color compensation can be performed on both CellCapTure acquired data 
and imported data from other cytometers. 

In both cases, CellCapTure offers the convenience to continue compensation 
from where it finished during acquisition. The post compensation setup contains 
the compensation used during the acquisition by default.  However, the user can 
change these settings if needed.

The tools for post color compensation are located in the Color Compensation 
panel in the Analysis tab of the Ribbon Bar.

Every tube has its own post compensation settings. Post compensation settings 
are represented by the CC icon in the Analysis tree.

13.3.1  Editing the Post Compensation Matrix

Open the Post Compensation window by clicking the Post Color Compensation 
button of the Analysis tab of the Ribbon Bar. 
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The overlap matrix only contains compensatable detectors. The diagonal 
elements are always disabled. The other elements contain the compensation 
settings used during data acquisition.

To edit the matrix manually, enter the crosstalk value into the desired cell. Data on 
the plots and statistics automatically update after entering a crosstalk value into 
the matrix. 

Manual editing, however, is seldom required. CellCapTure offers more advanced tools for 
data compensation. 

Resetting Compensation

The Post Compensation window contains the following buttons to quickly reset 
compensation settings:

Clear: deletes all compensation – including compensation used during 
acquisition.

Revert to Original: resets the compensation to the settings used during 
acquisition.

Revert to Saved: resets the compensation last saved with the experiment.
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13.3.2   “Live” Compensation

Live Compensation allows the user to set the compensation during a simulated 
acquisition run.

After clicking the Start Live Color Compensation button on the Post 
Compensation window of a tube with data, the plots switch to acquisition mode 
and display the events in the data file as if they were being acquired from the 
cytometer.

Changing the compensation settings updates the data in real-time. Previous 
events retain old settings. As a result, it is easier to compare the results of each 
state.

Compensation Sliders

In Live Compensation mode, compensation sliders may also be used for setting 
the crosstalk factors. Refer to the Compensation Sliders section above for details.

To stop the Live Compensation and return to normal mode, press the green stop 
button. 
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Live Compensation mode does not allow the user to switch to another tube, similar to real 
acquisition.

13.3.3  Copying Your Compensation Settings

Saving a Matrix

Save the post compensation matrix with either the Save button on the Analysis tab 
of the Ribbon Bar or on the Post Compensation window.

Loading a Matrix

Load a previously saved compensation from the library with either the Load 
button on the Analysis tab or on the Post Compensation window.
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Copying Post Compensation Matrix between Tubes

To copy the post compensation matrix to other tubes, drag the Color 
Compensation icon (CC) in the Analysis tree to another tube, sample, or the 
experiment element itself. The following happens depending on where it is 
dropped:

•	 If dropped to a sample, the compensation is copied to all of its tubes. 

•	 If dropped to an experiment, the user can choose to either copy it as global 
overlap matrix or copy to all tubes in the experiment. 

•	 For non-acquired tubes, the settings are copied into the overlap matrix. 

•	 For acquired tubes and imported data files, the settings copy as a post 
compensation matrix.

13.3.4  Automatically Calculating the Compensation

Manual color compensation with many colors is long and tedious. CellCapTure 
provides the Auto Compensation Calculation to perform this task automatically. 
It uses previously acquired control samples to calculate the compensation from 
control populations defined by the user.
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13.4  Compensation Calibration

Compensation Calibration can automatically adjust the compensation setting 
used as part of the instrument settings. It performs this by acquiring a control 
sample of single-colored beads. After acquiring the sample, CellCapTure 
automatically determines the positive and negative control populations as well 
as calculates and stores the crosstalk factors as part of the current instrument 
settings.

Start Compensation Calibration from the Instrument tab of the Ribbon Bar.
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The majority of the process is automatic and only requires the user to specify the 
detectors needed to calibrate. The Compensation Calibration can determine the 
compensation for any number of detectors in the cytometer. 

Next, prepare the sample for calibration. It requires the following mix:

•	 Single-color calibration beads for the stains that need compensation. Be sure 
to select the corresponding detectors. 

•	 Unstained calibration bead for negative control.

After inserting the tube containing the bead mix, click the Calculate button; the 
rest of the process is automatic.

If the calibration is successful, the overlap matrix displays the results.
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13.5  Auto Compensation Calculation

Auto Compensation Calculation calculates the compensation from control 
populations defined by the user. Use this function to calculate either an overlap 
or a post compensation matrix. The control populations can come from different 
tubes or data files. It requires a single-colored positive control population for 
every color that will be compensated. Negative control populations are not 
mandatory, but having one results in better compensation. The negative control 
population can be common for each color.

For correct compensation, the control populations must be uncompensated. If the data 
desired to use as a control population for Auto Calculation is already compensated to 
any extent, their (post) compensation has to be cleared first. Be aware that removing the 
compensation may shift the data and gates. 

The workflow is as follows:

1.  Acquire or import your control samples.
2.  Gate the positive and negative control populations.
3.  Compile the list of control populations.
4.  Have CellCapTure automatically calculate compensation coefficients.

The first two steps are self-explanatory. Steps 3 and 4 are explained in greater 
detail below.

13.5.1  Starting Auto Compensation Calculation

To start Auto Calculation, first open the compensation matrix desired to 
calculate. This can be either an overlap matrix or a post compensation matrix.

Switch to the Auto Calculation tab.
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13.5.2  Selecting the Control Populations

To compile the necessary information for the automatic calculation, specify the 
single-color control populations defined previously.

Drag the populations from the Analysis tree on the appropriate box on the Auto 
Calculation page.

To use one single negative population for every color, drop it on the Universal box 
in the Negative column.

If a positive control for a detector is not specified, it is excluded from the 
compensation.

Auto Assignment

CellCapTure also has built-in logic to automatically assign the control populations 
if the following simple naming rules are met:

The tube of the control population should be named after the name or the label 
of the detector. The control population might repeat the detector name/label and 
should contain the ‘positive,’ ‘pos,’ ‘+,’ ‘negative,’ ‘neg,’ or ‘-’ keywords. For example, 
the positive control population for the FITC channel must be measured in the tube 
named ‘FITC’, and the subpopulation can be named ‘FITC+,’ ‘positive,’ ‘FITC pos,’ etc.
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The tube for the universal negative should be called ‘unstained’ or the population 
for universal negative must be named as ‘unstained,’ ‘-,’ ‘negative,’ or ‘neg’. 

13.5.3  Calculating the Compensation

If the control populations are collected, use the Calculate button to perform the 
automatic calculation.

If the calculation is successful, CellCapTure automatically switches to the matrix 
tab to show the results.

From here on, you can copy the compensation settings to other elements of the 
experiment as usual.
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14
 Working with Documents

This chapter explains how to use documents in CellCapTure to visualize data and present analysis 
results.

Documents in CellCapTure gives a general overview about documents.

Formatting Documents shows the tools to format the entire document.

Objects on Documents summarizes the possible elements to insert in a document.

Formatting Objects presents formatting options available.

Document Operations shows how to save or print documents.

Report Functions introduces the tools used to automatically generate a report for the whole 
experiment.
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14.1  Documents in CellCapTure

CellCapTure offers a variety of tools to create rich and comprehensive documents.
Documents in CellCapTure serve three purposes:

•	 monitor data during acquisition; 

•	 as a worksheet during analysis; 

•	 present results.

There are three different documents to work with:

The Tube Document

Every tube or data file in the experiment has its own Tube document. Switching 
to a different tube always displays the corresponding tube document. Each Tube 
document is independent and can be changed without affecting others.
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Tube documents were primarily intended for acquisition set up for control 
samples, time monitoring, and single tube analysis. However, it is possible to put 
items referring to other tubes in a Tube document.

There are tools that copy Tube documents to other tubes. Check the Copying Settings, 
Documents, and Populations sections for details.

The Sample Document

Unlike Tube documents, the Sample document is universal among all tubes in the 
sample. This is useful for the following situations:

•	 To use as a template for acquisition. The Sample document can have plots that 
are set to always display the current tube.  

•	 To conduct multi-tube analysis, like panel analysis. 

The Report Document

The Report document summarizes the results for the entire experiment. There is 
only one Report document in each experiment. Any object in the Sample or Tube 
documents can be copied onto the report document.

Plots and statistic boxes on the Report document do not update live during acquisition.

The Report document has features to automatically generate a report for multiple 
tubes. See the Report Functions section for details.
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14.2  Formatting Documents

Formatting options are found in the Format tab. In addition, if the document is 
in focus (the last activity occurred on the document) or if the document’s tab is 
selected, most of the formatting options are found in the Home tab of the Ribbon 
Bar.

14.2.1  Document and Print Setup

The following is located in the Document group in the Format tab of the Ribbon 
Bar:
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Page Setup

Sets the report’s paper size, orientation, and margins.

Document Setup
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Defines the dimensions of the document by pages. Every document can be 
multiple pages wide or high. You can specify how many pages should be placed in 
a row and column to create a worksheet.

It is also possible to specify a header for each page. The header can contain an 
image, such as a company logo, and up to three lines of text. The lines can contain 
free text or selected properties, such as experiment name, ID, project, etc.

Print Setup
 

Sets the desired printer and offers additional page options. 

Grid Setup
 

Applying a virtual grid makes it easier to neatly align elements on documents. 
Objects placed, moved, or resized on a document automatically align with the 
grid points. To change the grid spacing or turn on/off the feature, click the Grid 
button. 
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14.2.2  Adding Elements to Documents

When a document is active, the Home tab lists all the objects that can be added 
to it. Click on the desired element to add, then draw a rectangle of the desired size 
on the document.

Most elements can be added with a default size by double-clicking in an empty space of 
the document.

Below is a complete list of usable objects:

1 1-parameter histogram box of the selected type

2 2-parameter plot box of the selected type

3 Histogram overlay box

4 Dot plot overlay box
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5 Population Tree box

6 Ellipse or filled ellipse

7 Rectangle or filled rectangle

8 Image from an external file

9 Line or arrow

10 Text

11 Dynamic text that can contain a property of the 
current experiment

12 Tube-File assignment for experiment containing 
data imported from external data files

13 Parametric statistics box

14.2.3 Copying Objects

Copy document elements by pressing Ctrl-C to copy and Ctrl-V to paste. These 
options are also available in a menu after right-clicking the desired element.
To quickly duplicate an element, use the Ctrl-D or Duplicate command.

Select multiple objects by holding the Ctrl key while clicking the elements one by one.

14.2.4  Changing Order of Elements

The order of elements determines which element is placed on top of other 
elements. By default, newer elements are on top of the older ones.
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This is especially useful when used with the Transparency or No Background formatting.

Use the Bring to Front and Send to Back buttons on the selected element to 
change the order. 

14.2.5  Arrange Plots Function

Clicking the Arrange Plots/Histograms button allows the user to specify 
preferences for the desired arrangement and arrange the plots.
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The available options are described below:

Number of Columns: sets how many columns can be in a row.

Number of Rows: sets how many rows can be on a page.

Number of Pages: specifies the number of pages instead of rows.

Number of Pages cannot be used together with Number of Rows.

Include Statistics Boxes: choose to align statistics boxes or just plot elements.

Do Not Cover Header: determines if the plots are arranged to leave space for the 
header and footer on each page.
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14.3  Formatting Objects

CellCapTure offers a detailed set of tools to format and customize objects on your 
plots.

14.3.1  General Formatting Options

Font settings, line styles, and fill elements can be changed in the General group.

Use multi-selection to format multiple objects at the same time. Hold down the Ctrl key 
while clicking on each element desired.

Below are the following format options:

1 Horizontal position Horizontal position of the object from the left 
margin

2 Vertical Position Vertical position of the object from the right 
margin

3 Width Width of the object

4 Height Height of the object

5 Line Style Line style (continuous, dashed, dotted)

6 Line Width Weight of the line

7 Foreground (outline) 
color

Drawing color of the object

8 Background (fill) color Background or fill color of the object

9 Font color Text color of the object

10 Font type Character set for the object

11 Font Size Character size for the object

12 Font decoration Character set modifiers (bold, italic, underlined)

13 Text alignment Left, center, right alignment of text in the object
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14.3.2  No Background and Transparency

CellCapTure also allows the user to set the transparency and background of 
certain elements.

Objects can be transparent, meaning that the user can see any objects behind 
it. The level of transparency can be changed from 0% (no transparency) to 100% 
(complete transparency).

The No Background  option in the background (fill) color selection makes only the 
background of the object transparent.
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14.3.3  Clone Style

The Clone Style feature can copy all formatting settings onto another object in 
one click. To use Clone Style, select an object, click the Clone Style button, then 
click on another object.
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14.4  Document Operations

Documents can be printed or saved as a PDF (Portable Document Format) file. 
There are also options to print/save several documents at once.

Commonly used document layouts can be saved and loaded for future use, 
eliminating extra work.

These functions are found on the Home tab of the Ribbon Bar, when no element is 
selected on the document.

14.4.1  Saving and Loading a Document

To save the current document as a layout template to the library, provide a 
template name, and its permission level. A template can be either public or 
private.  There is also an optional field to write a brief description.
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Previously saved templates can be loaded from the library at any time.

The tube, sample, and report documents share the same Document Templates library.

14.4.2  Printing Documents

The Print button is used to print the current document. It prompts the user to 
select an available printer.

Printing Multiple Documents
 

Multiple documents, such as all tube documents, can be printed at the same time. 
After clicking the Print Multiple button, a list of options appear:
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There are options to print the current document for each tube in the sample, each 
sample once, each tube in the experiment, or for similar tubes (tubes with the 
same name as the current one).

When printing the sample document, the For each Tube in the Current Sample option only 
has real use if current tube plots were used on the document. When printing, these plots 
are substituted with the data from the specified tubes in order. See the Current Tube Plots 
section for description.
 

14.4.3  Saving Document as PDF

Use the Save to PDF button save the current document as a PDF file. It prompts 
for a file name and a location to save to. 

Saving Multiple Documents

Multiple documents, such as all tube documents, can be saved to one PDF file.
Click the Save Multiple to PDF button and specify what needs to be saved:
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There is a choice to save the current document for each tube in the sample, for 
each sample once, for each tube in the experiment, or for similar tubes (tubes with 
the same name as the current one, but in different samples).

When saving the sample document, the For each Tube in the Current Sample option has 
real use only when using current tube plots. When saving, these plots are substituted 
with the data from the specified tubes in order. See the Current Tube Plots section for 
description. 

14.4.4  Automatic Printing

Two special options among the settings of the acquisition are related to the 
documents. If automatic printing is enabled for the tube or the sample document, 
the document prints to the last selected printer immediately after finishing a 
recording. This option automatically produces results of each acquisition.

To turn on the automatic printing feature, use the Auto Print Tube Document 
and/or Auto Print Sample Document buttons in the Tube Saving Options group of 
the Acquisition tab on the Ribbon Bar.
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14.5  Report Functions

These tools copy the report’s plots and statistics so that the same formatting can 
be applied to other elements with ease. They are found in both the Home and 
Analysis ribbon.

 These functions only works on the Report document.
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To use report functions, first select the elements on the Report Document needed 
to duplicate.

To select several elements, hold the Ctrl key while clicking the desired elements for 
multiple selection.

There are three options on determining how many copies of the selected object(s) 
should be generated.

For Each Sample: creates a copy for each samples in the experiment.

For Each Tube: creates a copy for each tube in the experiment.

For Each Tube in the Sample: creates a copy for each tube in the sample of the 
current tube.

When using a report function, the selected objects are copied as many times 
as required. The copies are the same size and arrangement as the original. The 
following options select the position of each copy on the report document:

Columns of items: Number of columns of copies on a page. The default (Max) is to 
place as many as the size of the selection and the paper size allow.

Rows of items: Number of rows of copies on a page. The default (Max) is to place as 
many as the size of the selection and the paper size allow.
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Horizontal and vertical spacing: Specify the distance between the copies to keep 
them separated.

Do not cover header: Arrange the copies with respect to the header/footer on each 
page.

Replace all tube/sample references: Replaces the tube and sample references in the 
selected objects, such as plot sources, intelligently with the relevant ones.

When looking for references to be replaced, CellCapTure assumes that the references refer 
to the current tube/sample. References to other tubes/samples, such as control samples, do 
not change, and they will remain the same in each copy.
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15
 The Calculation Sheet

The Calculation sheet is a spreadsheet where you perform complex calculations on your data. 
Similar to other spreadsheet applications; values, expressions, and functions are entered into 
cells. Using CellCapTure’s Calculation sheet allows you to use your population and acquisition data 
directly.

Overview describes the general capabilities of the Calculation sheet.

General operations shows how to perform basic operations on data.

Adding Statistics introduces how to access population statistics from the Calculation sheet.

Built-in Functions gives a reference of functions available in the Calculation sheet.

Using Report Functions presents the tools used for generating tables for the experiment.
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15.1  Overview

The Calculation sheet is similar to common spreadsheet applications. Each cell 
can contain a value or expression.

15.1.1  Expressions

Text entered into a cell starting with an equal sign is treated as an expression.
Values and expressions can be either numeric or text. However, most expressions 
are numeric.

Operators

The following operators are used in expressions:

= The equal sign must be the first character in expressions

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication

/ Division

^ Raising to power

( ) Changing order of operation

"text" Plain text

Mathematical Functions

Function parameters contain numeric values, expressions, and/or cell references. 
Some functions accept cell ranges as parameters. The following mathematical 
functions are used in expressions:

ABS( <value|cell> ) Absolute value

ARCTAN( <value|cell> ) Inverse tangent

COS( <value|cell> ) Cosine

EXP( <value|cell> ) Exponential function (power of e)

FLOOR( <value|cell> ) Truncate to the nearest smaller integer
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INT( <value|cell> ) Rounding

LG( <value|cell> ) 10-based logarithm

LN( <value|cell> ) Natural (e-based) logarithm

LOG10( <value|cell> ) 10-based logarithm

PI() Value of Pi

POWER( <base>, <exponent> ) Power function

SGN( <value|cell> ) Sign function

SIGN( <value|cell> ) Sign function

SIN( <value|cell> ) Sine function

SQR( <value|cell> ) Square function

SQRT( <value|cell> ) Square root function

TAN( <value|cell> ) Tangent function

TRUNC( <value|cell> ) Truncate to integer function

Statistical Functions

COUNT( value|cell|cell range, … ) Count of numerical cells in its 
arguments

DEVSQ( value|cell|cell range, … ) Sum of squares of deviations from the 
mean

MAX( value|cell|cell range, … ) Maximum function

MEDIAN( value|cell|cell range, … ) Median function

MIN( value|cell|cell range, … ) Minimum function

MODE( value|cell|cell range, … ) Mode (most frequent value) function

STDEV( value|cell|cell range, … ) Standard deviation function

SUM( value|cell|cell range, … ) Summation function

SUMSQ( value|cell|cell range, … ) Sum of squares function

VAR( value|cell|cell range, … ) Variance function (square of standard 
deviation)
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POPEVENTNUM(<sample>, <tube>, <population>) Event count

POPPERCENTPARENT(<sample>, <tube>, 
<population>)

Percent of parent’s 
event count

POPPERCENTTOTAL(<sample>, <tube>, 
<population>)

Percent total event 
count

POPABSOLUTECOUNT(<sample>, <tube>, 
<population>)

Absolute volumetric 
count

POPMODE(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Mode

POPMEDIAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Median

POPMEAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Mean

POPGMEAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Geometric mean

POPHMEAN(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Harmonic mean

POPSD(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Standard deviation

POPCV(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Coefficient of variation

POPRSD(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Robust SD

POPRCV(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Robust CV

POPSKEWNESS(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Skewness

POPKURTOSIS(<sample>, <tube>, <population>, 
<parameter>, <value based>)

Kurtosis

Population Statistics Functions
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Special Functions

STR( <value|cell> ) Converts a numerical value to text

VAL( <text|cell> ) Converts a text to a numerical value

TUBEINFO(<sample name>,<tube 
name>,<keyword name>)

Retrieves the value of a standard or 
non-standard keyword of a tube

15.1.2 Cell References

Cell expressions can also refer to values of other cells. There are two types of such 
references: single cell references and cell range references.

Cell References

Values of other cells are referenced by the cell’s column and row. For example, to 
refer to the sheet’s top-left corner, type A1 in an expression.

Cell Ranges

Some functions use the values of a rectangular range of cells. To do so, refer to the 
entire area with the upper left and lower right corners of the range, separated by a 
colon, i.e. A1:C5.

Absolute and Relative Cell References

Cell references are relative by default. There is a difference between relative 
and absolute cell addresses when copying a cell to another place. A relative 
cell references changes the same way as the containing cell.  For example, when 
copying the cell one row below, all the relative references point to the cell one row 
below. This is very useful when using the same calculation in multiple rows in a 
table. 

Absolute cell addresses can be referred to regardless of their position. Absolute 
cell addresses use the $ sign to fix itself. Using $A$1 means that it always refers to 
cell A1 even if the containing cell is copied.
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For example, A$1 means that the copies containing the expression always refers to 
the first row, but the column can change.

Mixing absolute and relative cell references for cell ranges is also possible.
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Most general operations are similar to other common spreadsheet applications.

15.2.1  Editing Cells

Entering Values

It is possible to directly edit a cell or use the dedicated editor line.

To edit the cell in-place, double-click the cell. If there is content in the cell, it is 
selected.

Press the delete key to remove any selected content. Use the right arrow key to deselect 
the old content and move to the end.

15.2  General Operations
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Copying Expressions

Use the Copy Expression function to create a table with similar expressions.

First, enter the expression into the first cell. When finished, select the cell with 
one click. Then move the mouse cursor to the lower right corner of the cell, until 
it turns into a cross. Drag the corner until the desired area is selected. Releasing 
copies the content of the cell to the entire selection.

The copy is performed intelligently; meaning that if the cell contains an expression, then all 
relative cell references in the expression will update according to the new position of the 
copied content. This is useful when the table contains calculations from other cells in the 
same table.

To avoid this feature, use absolute cell references in expressions.

Selecting Cells

If no cell is being edited, select a single cell by clicking inside it.
There are two ways to select a range of cells. The first method is to click and hold 
the mouse button in one corner of the desired cell range, move to the opposite 
corner, and release. 

The other method is to select one corner of the desired area by clicking on it, and 
then click the opposite corner while holding down the Shift key.
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Copying Cells

To copy a cell or cell range, select it and press Ctrl + C. Then select the cell or the 
first cell of the destination area and press Ctrl + V to paste.

Copied cells containing relative cell references update accordingly.

Moving Cells

Move cells by selecting them and dragging its outline to the destination area.

Holding down Ctrl turns the move function into a copy function.

Moved cells containing relative cell references are updated accordingly.

15.2.2  Formatting Cells

Formatting options, such as text color, background color, font type, and size are 
also available for cells. Only some special formatting options are highlighted here.

Joining Cells

Join neighboring cells by selecting them and clicking the Join Cells button. 

The cells will merge into one cell and contain the first cell’s content.

To split joined cells, select it and click the Join Cells button again.
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Changing Row Height or Column Width

Change the height of a row or the width of a column by dragging the 
corresponding separator line in the heading of the columns or rows. Move the 
mouse cursor to the separator line until it changes to a double-headed arrow. 
Left-click and drag the separator line until the desired width or height is reached.

Digit Grouping and Number of Decimals

There are special formatting options for cells with numerical value.

Choose Digit Grouping to separate thousands, millions, etc. for easier reading. 

Similarly, the Increase/Decrease Decimals button can specify the number of 
decimals displayed. Increase or decrease the number of decimal places with the 
corresponding button. 
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15.3  Adding Statistics

The Calculation sheet can directly embed population statistics from an analysis.

The statistics on the Calculation sheet are “live”, meaning they update if the populations are 
modified.

You can add statistics from the Analysis tree directly or use functions to refer to the 
populations in the expressions.

15.3.1  Adding Statistics from the Analysis Tree

To add statistics, drag and drop them from the Analysis tree to the desired cell on 
the Calculation sheet.

Dragging the statistic’s header text to the Calculation sheet is also possible by 
holding Alt while dragging the statistic.

See Dropping Statistics on the Calculation Sheet section for details.

15.3.2  Using Population Statistics Functions

Statistics are usable in complex expressions. They can be embedded as special 
functions. 

A complete reference of available functions and syntaxes are available in the 
Population Statistics Functions on Calculation Sheet section.

15.3.3  Tube Information on the Calculation Sheet

Information from data files can be included into the analysis.

Dragging Tube Information from Tube Information Window

The easiest way to add information is to open the Tube Information window and 
drag items from the window to the Calculation sheet.
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Open the Tube Information window from the Experiment tab on 
the Ribbon Bar. 

Hold Alt while dragging to copy the keyword name in addition to the keyword value.
Hold Alt and Shift to place the value to the right of the keyword name.

Adding Tube Information with Function

Use the TUBEINFO function to refer to tube information from expressions. 
The syntax is the following:

=TUBEINFO( <sample name>, <tube name>, <keyword> )

For example, to include the data’s acquisition date into the Calculation sheet, use 
the following expression:

= TUBEINFO(“Sample 001”, “Tube 01”, “date”)

The TUBEINFO function is always treated as text. To use the keyword’s value in calculations, 
first convert it numerically with the VAL function.  For example, = VAL( TUBEINFO(“Sample 
001”, “Tube 01”, “event_num”) ) / 100
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15.4  Using Report Functions

There are functions that help generate tables using the analysis of several tubes. 
These tools copy calculations from one of your tubes or samples, then apply the 
same calculations for other tubes or samples. These options are found on both the 
Home and Analysis tabs.

First select the cells to duplicate.

There are three options to determine how many copies are generated: 

•	 For Each Sample: One copy per sample in the experiment. 

•	 For Each Tube: One copy per tube in the experiment. 

•	 For Each Tube in the Sample: One copy per tube in the sample of the current    
tube.
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When using a report function, the selected cells are copied as many times as 
specified. The copies are located below the selection. A warning appears if any 
data may be overwritten.

CellCapTure automatically replaces the sample and tube references in the 
population statistics functions. When looking for references to be replaced, 
CellCapTure assumes that the references in the original cells refer to the current 
tube/sample. References to other tubes/samples, such as control samples, do not 
change and remain the same in each copy.

CellCapTure might not be able to recognize all references when using population statistics 
or the TUBEINFO function in complex expressions. When doing so, it is suggested to check 
the reference accuracy after using the Report functions. 
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16
 Accelerating Your Daily Routine

CellCapTure puts great emphasis on improving productivity. This chapter lists the tools and 
templates needed to speed up work flow.

Template and Settings Libraries introduces Libraries.

Experiment Templates shows how to quickly repeat experiment setups using templates.

Accelerating Your Experiment Setup shows how to combine various templates to quickly build a 
new  experiment.

Accelerating your Tube and Sample Analysis focuses on useful features and commands 
available during analysis.

Batch Analysis describes how to use CellCapTure as an automated analysis tool on external data 
files.
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There are several libraries to store frequently used settings, analysis, or document 
layouts.

Elements in the library can be public or private. Private elements cannot be seen 
by other users. Public elements can be seen by everybody.

16.1  Template and Settings Libraries
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The following libraries exist within in CellCapTure:

Experiments Common library for acquisition and 
analysis experiments.

Experiment Templates Common library for acquisition and 
analysis experiment templates.

Plate Templates Plate template contains all settings 
related to the plate layout, samples, and 
wells, including: acquisition settings, 
instrument settings, and analysis.

Panels Panels are similar to sample templates. 
They contain the settings, analysis, 
document of a sample and its tubes.

Tube Templates Tube template can contain all acquisition 
settings, analysis, and document layout 
of a tube/well.

Document Templates Common library for sample, tube, and 
report document templates.

Instrument Settings Library for cytometer’s instrument 
settings.

Acquisition Settings Library for cytometer’s acquisition 
settings.

Reagent Lists Library for labeling lists for detectors.

Compensation 
Settings

Library for color compensation settings.

See the Experiment Library for more detail.
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16.1.1  Saving Templates

Templates can be saved to the appropriate library when working with 
experiments. In most cases, the appropriate button is found on the Ribbon Bar.
When saving a template, a similar window appears:

A template can have a name, a description, and an access level.  Public templates 
are available for every user.  Private templates are hidden from other users.

16.1.2  Categories

It is possible to create categories for each template and browse the library by 
category.

You can create categories and assign every template into one or more categories.
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Adding New Category

When a library is open, define new categories with the Add button.
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Specify the name of the new category in the Add Category window. With the list 
below, you can also select which elements in the library should belong to the new 
category.
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Assigning Elements to Categories

Any element can be assigned to any number of categories. Select an element 
in the list to view the element’s categories on the right side. Add or remove a 
category by clicking the check box next to the Category Name.
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Filtering Library by Category

Select a category using the Category drop down list above the main list to narrow 
results.

Managing Your Library Elements

The buttons on the right  manage elements in the library.

Details

Displays details of the selected element.

Add To Favorites

Adds the selected element to the Favorites list of the Launcher window.
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Remove from Category

Removes the selected element from the category if the main list is filtered by a 
category. Doing so does not delete the element itself.

Delete Element

Deletes the selected element from the library.

Be cautious, deleted elements cannot be undone.

Rights

Modifies access rights of library elements. Public elements are accessible for every 
user, while private elements are accessible for the original creator.

Exporting and Importing Templates

Library elements can be copied between CellCapTure databases. Use the Export 
button to save an element into a data file. That file can be imported into any other 
CellCapTure instance.
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16.2  Experiment Templates

Experiment templates are useful for accelerating workflow. If similar experiments 
are repeated, use experiment templates to create new experiments in one click.

16.2.1  Creating Experiment Templates

The Save as Template button in the Experiment tab of the Ribbon Bar can save 
the current experiment as a template at anytime.

The experiment template contains all objects and settings within the experiment.  
It does not save acquired or imported event data.

Templates also include plate settings and hotel positions if the experiment was created 
with an A600 HTAS or an A700 HTH.

16.2.2  Using Experiment Templates

Create a new experiment from a saved template directly from the Launcher 
window or from an open experiment.

There are two buttons for creating an experiment on the Launcher window. One is 
used for acquisition experiments and the other for analysis experiments.

It is possible to use an acquisition experiment template for creating an analysis experiment. 
Doing the opposite works as well, but prompts a warning since analysis templates do not 
contain any acquisition or instrument settings. 
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To start a new experiment when one is already open, use the New Acquisition 
Experiment from Template or New Analysis Experiment from Template functions 
found under the New drop-down button in the Experiment tab of the Ribbon Bar.
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16.3  Accelerating Your Experiment Design

Saved templates can be used as building blocks for creating a new experiment.

16.3.1  Accelerating Acquisition Experiment Design

When designing a new experiment with the New Experiment Design for Acquisition 
wizard, use templates to quickly assign settings and analysis to new samples and/ 
or tubes.

Templates can be assigned to the new experiment on panels (samples), all tubes, 
and individual tubes level. The more specific level settings override the more 
general settings. For example, even if a document template is assigned to all 
tubes, a specified tube can have a unique template at the tube level.
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No. Template

1 Panel template: All settings for samples and tubes

2 Document template used as a Sample Document

3 Document template used as a Tube Document for each tube

4 Instrument settings used as custom settings for each tube

5 Acquisition settings used as custom settings for each tube

6 Instrument settings used as custom settings for the tube

7 Acquisition settings used as custom settings for the tube

8 Document template used as a Tube Document for the tube

9 Tube template: All settings for the tube

10 Labeling for the selected tube

Experiments are built very quickly using these options.

16.3.2  Accelerating Analysis Experiment Design

When designing an experiment for analysis, use templates to assign analysis and 
document layouts to samples and tubes in the experiment.

Templates are used in two ways:

If data was added to the experiment first, then it is possible to assign templates to 
the existing samples and tubes.

If templates were added first, the experiment structure appears. Analysis and 
document layouts are defined within the experiment structure. Data files can be 
assigned to the elements after.
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By default, when adding samples or tubes using the Experiments in Database tab page , 
their current analysis and document follows with them. However, they can be overwritten 
by assigning another template.
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16.4  Accelerating Your Acquisition Setup

After creating an experiment, use drag and drop to quickly copy different setting 
between tubes and samples.

16.4.1  Drag and Drop Operations Settings in the  
               Analysis Tree

Drag and drop works when copying instrument and acquisition settings.

Use the acquisition and instrument settings icons to copy the acquisition/
instrument settings to an experiment, sample, or different tube. 

Copying settings to a tube copies them as local settings for that particular tube.
Copying the settings to a sample copies them as local settings for all the tubes in 
the sample.

Copying the settings to the experiment can copy them as global settings, local 
settings, or both.
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16.4.2  Plate Settings Drag and Drop Operations

Drag and drop can be used on the Plate view to copy settings among wells.
There are icons for acquisition settings and preparation settings at each well. Use 
them to copy the corresponding setting to another well, row, column, or plate. 

Dragging settings to a well copies them to the selected well.

Dragging them to the head of a column copies them to all occupied wells in the 
column.

Dragging them to the head of a row copies them to all occupied wells in the row.

Dragging them to the head of a plate copies them to all used wells in the plate.

Similarly, individual settings or group of settings copy from the Plate and Well properties list 
by dragging the name of the property to a well, row, column, or plate head.

Dragging a setting to an empty well position stores it as a default setting for future wells to 
be defined on the plate.
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16.5  Accelerating Your Tube and Sample Analysis

There are two features within CellCapTure that make analysis easy: Drag and drop; 
and Copy to… functions.

16.5.1  Drag and Drop Operations

There are two types of elements that use drag and drop in the Analysis tree.
Use the Analysis icons to drag and drop the complete analysis, populations, and 
statistics.  Use the Document icons to drag and drop the document layout to 
another tube, sample, or experiment. 

Individual elements such as populations or statistics can also be dragged and 
dropped onto another tube, sample, or experiment.

Dragging them onto another tube copies the element only to that tube. 

Dragging them onto a sample copies the element to all tubes in the sample. 

Dragging them onto the experiment copies the element will to all tubes in the 
experiment.

Dragging them onto an individual element also copies its parent populations.
When copying an individual element, it also asks to copy related elements such as 
subpopulations and statistics.

16.5.2  Copy To… Functions

There are three dedicated buttons that help repeat the same settings or analysis 
on multiple tubes. They are found on the Analysis pane in the Home and Analysis 
categories of the Ribbon Bar.
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These buttons are used to copy the entire analysis and/or complete tube 
document to other tubes.

All Tubes copies the selected settings to all tubes in the experiment.

Similar Tubes copies the selected settings to tubes with the same name in other 
samples.

Tubes in Sample copies the selected settings to other tubes of the same sample.
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16.6  Batch Analysis

The Batch Analysis tool applies the same experiment template to a series of data 
files and saves the results automatically.

Batch Analysis data must be saved in FCS (Flow Cytometry Standard) data format 
version 2.0 or 3.0.

CellCapTure imports data for each repetition of the analysis from a different folder. 
The analysis is executed once for each folder specified.

16.6.1  Composing a Batch Analysis

Start by using the Batch Analysis button on the Launcher view 
or in the Experiment tab of the Ribbon Bar.

The Batch Analysis Setup window will opens.
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Setting up the batch analysis means configuring three tabs: Experiment Template, 
Folders, and Options.

Experiment Template asks you to select the experiment template that contains the 
desired analysis.

The Folders tab asks you to select the data file folders by choosing from the list on 
the right side.

Folder navigation is performed on the box in the upper right. Add the desired 
folder to the list by drag and drop or by selecting it and using the          button.

If the data folders reside in the same parent folder, a faster way to add them is by selecting
the parent folder in the folder tree and then using the lower list (the selected folder’s 
content) to select multiple items and add them at once. To select multiple sequential items, 
select the first item then click the last item while holding the Shift key. To select non-
sequential items, click the items while holding the Ctrl key.  
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16.6.2  Result Options

The Options tab specifies how the analysis should be performed and what results 
should be generated.

First, specify how the data files in the folders get assigned to the tubes in the 
template. By default, files are sorted by names. However, if the acquisition 
software does not use incremental naming of exported files, it may be useful to 
sort the data files by their acquisition date/time, stored in standard keywords of 
the FCS files.

When starting batch analysis, CellCapTure generates one analysis experiment from 
each data file folder specified and evaluates their analysis.

Report documents of each experiment can be saved to a specified folder in PDF 
format if specified.
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It is also possible to print the report documents to a selected printer.

Generated experiments are stored in the database. They can be opened, reviewed, or 
modified at any time.

Start the analysis by clicking the Start button. The process is fully automatic. A 
progress bar appears to show the status of the batch analysis. The batch analysis 
can be cancelled at any time by clicking the Cancel button.
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17
 Administrative Functions

This chapter introduces administrative functions used to manage CellCapTure’s data and users.

Data Backup and Restore shows how to create a data backup and restore it in case of a system 
failure.

Managing Users describes how to manage CellCapTure users and their access privileges.

Usage Log shows how to create a time stamped cytometer usage and user report.

User Reports and Crash Reports shows how to send questions, problems, and feedback about 
your experience with CellCapTure and Stratedigm instrumentation to our team.
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It is highly recommended to regularly create data backups. Although CellCapTure 
prevents accidental data deletion and data corruption, it cannot prevent data loss 
caused by hardware or operating system errors. 

CellCapTure operates with two types of data backups.

Full backups save and store all data from the database. A full backup restores data 
without any further requirements.

Backup refreshes save and store only data that has been changed since the 
last full or daily backup. A backup refresh is much faster than a full backup, but 
requires a preexisting full backup.

Stratedigm recommends creating a full backup monthly and backup refreshes daily.

17.1 Data Backup and Restore
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Backup refreshes are convenient upon shut down when finishing the day’s work. Upon 
exiting the software, there are options to create a backup and turn off the computer 
automatically.

17.1.1  Creating Data Backup

Select the Data Management tab and click the Create Database Backup button 
to initiate a data backup from the Launcher window after closing an experiment.

The next window contains the following backup options:

Create Full Backup: All data in the database is saved and stored.

Create Backup Refresh: Only data changed since the last backup is saved and 
stored.
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A backup refresh requires a prior full backup.

Backup Folder: The backup folder stores all backup data. It is highly 
recommended to backup data on a different computer or hard drive other than 
the one containing the original database.

Check for sufficient free space: Checks the selected location to ensure there is 
enough free space for the backup data.

Notification settings: Turns off the default reminders for regular backups.
 
When desired settings are met, click the Create button to start the backup. 
An appropriate progress bar displays.

You can also access the backup function when starting CellCapTure in Database 
Maintenance mode as described below.

17.1.2  Database Maintenance Mode and Restoring 
               Database

In case of system failure, the Restore Database function restores the last backed 
up data state.

When reinstalling a computer, first install CellCapTure, then use the steps below to restore 
the database.

The Restore Database function is unavailable when CellCapTure is running. 
Exit from CellCapTure then use the Windows Start Menu to locate the Database 
Maintenance item.
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Starting Database Maintenance requires a log in.

Only users with Archive Database privileges can access Database Maintenance mode.

The next window allows the user to choose whether to backup or restore the 
database.
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Choosing Restore an already existing Database backup... prompts for the location of 
the backup. After navigating to the location, click Select, and allow the backup to 
complete.
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17.2  Managing Users

Creating separate user accounts in CellCapTure is useful for several reasons:

•	 Each user has his or her own preference settings, such as window layout,   
 favorites, etc. 

•	 Users can save private templates and experiments only seen by him or her. 

•	 Administrators can monitor how much time users used the software and 
generate a usage report.

The users in CellCapTure are independent from the account names used to log into 
Microsoft Windows. Several CellCapTure users can use the same Windows user account 
and the same CellCapTure login can work under different Windows accounts or even on 
different computers (if they share the same CellCapTure database).

Use the Users button from the Data Management category of the Ribbon Bar to 
create and manage CellCapTure user accounts.

Only users with the Manage User’s privilege can access the User Management function.
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17.2.1  Creating New Users

To add a new user, complete the Login name, Full name, Job title, and Rights on 
the right side of the window then press Add. Once a user is added, he or she can 
choose to add a password for their account using the Set Password... icon.

17.2.2  Modifying an Existing User

To modify an existing user account, select it from the left list. The fields on the 
right side will with its current settings. When finished, click the Modify button to 
save changes.
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Set Password of a User

The Set Password button assigns/changes the user’s password.

17.2.3  Disabling and Deleting Users

There are two options to disallow logging and using of CellCapture for an existing 
user.

A Disabled user is not able to to log into CellCapTure.  However, the user’s settings 
and account are kept until it is re-enabled with the Enable button.

A Deleted a user account is permanently removed and all related settings from 
the database are deleted as well.

Deleting a user account is not reversible.
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17.3  Usage Report

CellCapTure can generate usage statistics based on the user logins and logouts. 
Use it to report usage time for each user account.

The report is saved in a comma separated text (CSV) file format that can be 
directly used by spreadsheet applications such as Microsoft® Excel™.

To generate usage report, click the Usage Report button on the Data 
Management tab of the Ribbon Bar and the Save Usage Statistics window will 
appears.

In this window, specify the report’s date interval and its target file.

There is also a choice to generate a detailed or aggregated report. Detailed 
reports contain all user logins and logouts, while aggregated reports contain the 
users’ combined usage time.

Clicking the OK button generates the report. It can also automatically open, if you 
have an associated application (like Excel).
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17.4  User Reports and Crash Reports

User and Crash reports help Stratedigm develop better tools for you. Stratedigm 
puts great emphasis on refining and developing instruments and software to 
deliver a seamlessly integrated product suite for its customers.

17.4.1  Crash Reports

Although Stratedigm makes every effort to eliminate software errors, problems 
may still occur. It is very important to Stratedigm to find and eliminate any 
remaining errors in our product.

If CellCapTure encounters a problem and crashes, the software restarts 
automatically and ask to send a crash report to Stratedigm.
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The report contains valuable information about the error and its circumstances. By 
sending a report, users can help improve CellCapTure.

The report window prompts the user for a name and contact information. 
Stratedigm may ask for specific information or ask further question to more 
effectively analyze the problem. Providing a short description of the problem can 
help replicate and eliminate the bug faster.

The report contains a log file that contains details about the steps and actions 
made before deciding to send the report.

There is also an option to include the experiment used during the time of the 
software error. It is very helpful to include the experiment into the report since the 
problem may be related to its data.

Attaching a screenshot of the CellCapTure window can also help Stratedigm’s 
technical staff troubleshoot the problem.

Clicking Send Report sends the user’s message and data to Stratedigm servers 
through the internet. If the problem requires personal feedback, Stratedigm’s 
technical staff will contact the user using the provided contact information.

Stratedigm greatly appreciates any feedback provided to help improve the user 
experience.

17.4.2  User Reports

User reports make it easy to contact Stratedigm if the user encounters problems 
or just needs some help. The Send Report function allows you to send questions 
or comments to the Stratedigm staff.

The Send Report function is found in the Help menu of the Main Button.
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The Send Report window contains the same fields and options as the Send Crash 
Report window.

When experiencing problems, instrument diagnostics and plate loader diagnostics may 
also have valuable feedback about the system. Read the Instrument Diagnostics and 
Plate Loader Diagnostics for details.
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18
 Troubleshooting

This chapter lists the most common problems the user may face when using CellCapTure. 
If your problem cannot be solved with the suggested solutions, please contact Stratedigm 
Technical Support for help.
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Problem Possible Reason Solution
“Hardware key 
not found” error 
when launching 
CellCapTure.

The hardware key is 
not connected to the 
computer.

Connect the hardware key dongle to one 
of the USB ports on the computer.

The hardware key’s 
driver did not install 
correctly.

Reinstall dongle driver.

“Failed to connect 
to database” error 
when launching 
CellCapTure.

The database is not 
yet ready to accept 
connections.

Wait one minute after starting Windows 
to initiate CellCapTure. If the problem 
persists, restart the computer.

The other computer 
that serves the 
database is not turned 
on.

Turn on the computer serving the 
database.

The other computer 
that serves the 
database is 
inaccessible.

Consult with your system administrator 
to make the database computer 
accessible.

“Internet 
connection 
failed, please 
enter the serial 
number” error 
when installing 
CellCapTure.

Your internet 
connection is down.

Connect your computer to the internet.

Your internet 
connection is blocked 
by third party antivirus 
or security software.

Turn off any antivirus, security, and 
firewall software temporarily or consult 
your system administrator.

You cannot connect to 
the Internet.

Please contact Stratedigm Support. 
Provide your Company/Institute name 
and request number displayed in the 
installer. Stratedigm Support will provide 
a serial number. 

                Please do not close the installer    
                during communication since the 
                request number changes at every 
                start.
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Problem Possible Reason Solution
“Failed to initialize 
connection 
to the server” 
error at sending 
User Report or 
Crash Report to 
Stratedigm.

Your internet 
connection is down.

Connect your computer to the Internet.

Your connection to 
the reporting server is 
blocked.

Contact your system administrator 
and make sure that outgoing TCP/IP 
connections are enabled for the following 
address: www.argentumsoft.com, port 
55.

“Couldn’t connect 
to the instrument” 
error when starting 
CellCapTure.

Your instrument is not 
powered or has not 
booted yet.

Turn on your instrument and wait ap-
proximately four minutes, then click the 
Retry button on the message box.

                 You can use CellCapTure   
                 without powering and 
                 connecting the instrument. 
In this case, clicking the Instrument 
Status icon on the Ribbon Bar will abort 
the connection and you may continue 
working without a connection to the 
instrument.

Connection to the 
instrument is blocked 
by third party security 
or firewall software.

Check your security software settings 
and/or contact your system administrator.
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